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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

The "Outdoor" in Varsity Outdoor Club only half ex
plains what our club is. 

We sponsor a variety of outdoor activities-, including 
climbing, hiking, ski-mountaineering and tow^skiing trips, 
schools in climbing and skiing, and route-access and cabin 
maintenance work. Frequently we can be found at the 
Stawamus Chief, Mount Baker, Sky Pilot, Garibaldi Lake, 
or Mount Seymour. 

Our people are many, and our trips varied, but common 
to all is an outlook, which when followed, makes our club 
all the better. It is an attitude of helping each other 
along, in high spirits but low voice, and always respecting 
the beauty and dangers of the mountains. This is the way of 
the mountaineer. 

We must continue to place the mountaineering spirit 
foremost. The responsibility is yours. 

David Higgins 
President, 1964-65 
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EDITOR'S MESSAGE 

The Varsity Outdoor Club, as its name implies, embodies 
many diversified elements = Not only do skiing and climbing 
activities provide many hours of pleasure but also many re
warding aspects of outdoor and cabin lifes There is every^ 
thing from dancing and singing to cabin and trail shenanigans 
to supplement our activities and to add the spice so necessary 
to lijF&o 

This journal is, to the best ability of the-;journal com-
initt.ee, an embodiment of the club°s activities throughout the 
past'$ear. Much work, thought, and originality has gone into 
making this journal representative of the club. It is not 
only through the efforts of the journal committee that the 
content is so rich and varied, but also through the contri
butions of many members who took time to write articles and 
donate pictures*, It was then our task to select and mofId 
articles of special interest from the abundant supply. 

To all of.the contributors I extend my thanks. To my 
committee I am deeply grateful forthe-conscientious work 
they have put into this journal. To you, the reader, I 
extend the hope that you will obtain many hours of interest-
ing readingo 

Carolyn Young. 
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WINTER_'SQCIAL ACTIVITIES 

OLD MEMBERS* PARTY: In hand: a map. Destination: Anne 
Charleton's abode. Characters- beard-dogs and chickies. 
Topics: Europe on $5 a day, Vancouver Climbing, one burned 
tent, and the Rocky Mountain Tours. But always; "Where 
were you? What did you do? Who did you see?" — then a 
sequal and "You're bushed, manl" 

SPLASH? DANCE AND SING: in that order. A gym floor 
meant only for socks, alas I "I don't care how much your ny
lons cost." "Try bare feet". But at leastwe had room. 

CLUB'S DAY: We won second prize, and many new members 
— "see you at the auditorium for Wednesday's meeting.*' 

LONG HIKE: Sing your way to Camp Potlatch, sing your
self hoarse after the parties, sing your way home. In be
tween times climb Mt. Wrottesley, maybe even to the peak. The 
enthusiasm may have been wet, even soaked, but never dampened. 

SHORT HIKE: Start from the Sardine Can (Seymour Cabin4 

pardon me.) Both hikes saw the usual bevy of runners, -s4ims, 
and jeans, this coupled with mud or snow. Cook crew was a 
pleasant, happy crew, complete with a line "a'doing what 
comes naturally." 

WORK HIKES Mountain Access, courtesy of Bert Po-rt, 
employed? . V.O.C. labour to cut and make trails. Squamish 
Chief area was started and J.P.S. Pringle, Esq., our royal 
competitor led one group to Clytie Lake. Meanwhile ,VLes 
Miserables" worked on the Seymour Cabin and its wood supplyi 
sawed wood, chopped wood, hauled wood, piled wood, and 
finally, burnt wood. 

HALLOWEEN; Carole Russell gave orders as usual, if you 
were on cook crew, you jumped. The judges—Deano and Co.— 
were biased in favour of authenticity, no skits accepted; 
so we had to scavenge and scavenge. Couldn't find any 
floor space. 
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CAROLING: Forty VOCers invaded four nursing homes under 
the direction of Sue Parrot or "tuneful Sue". After Christmas 
cake was devoured at the fourth home, we drove to Sheila 
McMeekinls home for coffee and eats. 

NEW YEARS: Paper hats, suffed olives, streamers and 
turkey — on time our New Years baby entered amidst gleeful 
shouts and warm kisses, but no Xmas cheer. Surprise peak 
was sought by the few and found. Glorious sun warmed the 
crowds on the slopes. Then dinner at home. 

CHRISTMAS TRIPS: Charlie and twelve boys invaded Gar
ibaldi; nine by helicopter and three by skis and one sleep
ing bag. Only one memorable meal; "spaghetti a la eggbeater" 
or "ughl" The trail out was a hazard; either the space be
tween the trees was smaller than your pack or else your skis 
were longer than the hairpin corners. But we did have the 
year's best powder snow. 

Faithful brother Kersey led the pious Finleys and 
Father Taggart to the Great White God's borne in the Rockies; 
Banff, that "city" of vice. This destination was reached by 
way of Tod, Silver Star and Schweitzer Basin—the Banff tra
dition is fading. 

SEYMOUR GATHERING: Powder snow talk echoed from all 
the walls — didn't seem to matter where one had been — 
only the Europe types were honest: grass. So they gawked 
and goggled at the stretchies, 

U.B.C. OPEN HOUSE: was a mob scene of paint, plaster, 
film and people. A massive ceiling hung ready for the un
suspecting, darkening the Garibaldi scene. 

V.O.C. OPEN HOUSE: That Chorus line -- Wow! Sexy 
black; but oops, I forgot, the Douks! Bust after bust went 
bust. Except Sandy's, he was an extra special Russian Bunny. 
But the girls won anyway; it was leap year. 

Did we have SNOW this year? Did we, you ask!?l The 
problem was climbing down into the Johns and digging out 
some water from the well. The "roof run" has never been so 
popular 
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SYMPOSIUM: Academic but informal, "Should a woman be 
educated, and/or have a careerB be married or both?" as 
well as "Cybernetic and Electronic communications, their 
influence on society". These were two topics which aroused 
lively discussion and stimulated new ideas. Participants 
were non-skeptical VOCers and enthusiastic friends, wives 
and children. 

BANQUET: Held in the Swedish Park Pavilion, Mrs. 
Munday was the guest speaker, her topic being ACC camps in 
B.C. Mountains. The danc* was followed by a lively party 
and eats at Stella Barbour's. 

WHAT"S "REALLY" V.O.C? 
In wondering what it is about 
This group called V.O.C 
I ponder all the things without 
Which, it would never be. 
I think of trips to Kimberley 
Of awesome Rubble Creek 
Of boatloads off to Wrottesly 
And lunch upon apeak. 
I think of these but then I know 
There's more than meets the eye 
Much more than seeing flowers- grow 
Or graceful things that fly. 
It's all the warmth and human care 
That thoughtfulness enfolds 
The kind of things that people share 
Tho' they are never told. 
The friendly and sincere concern 
For those so unaware 
That each of them can come to learn 
And with the rest may.sMre, 
So all these things that have as such 
Deli gh ted. those -like me 
Do only just say half as.much 
What's "really" V.O.C 

John Hembling 
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AWARDS 

Each year, at the Spring Banquet, awards are presented 
for the Silver Pin, Photography Competition, and Qm&>&twn-
hi 11 0 It is customary for the Honorary President and Vice-
President to give these. 
Silver Pin; The Silver pin, emblematic of service to the 
club beyond the usual, was presented to Ian Stirling by one 
of last year's winners, Dean Gpard, 
Photography Competition; The photography competition was 
initiated in 1958 with the intention of bringing to the 
fore thephotographic ability of the club .members. At 
this time two trophies were presented to the club; the "Ed-
win Kerr" trophy and the "Frank Koch Memorial" trophy. 

The "Edwin Kerr" trophy was presented by V.O.C. in 
honour of one of its oik members. Mr. Kerr, an avid skier, 
was instrumental in introducing skiing to V.O.C. in the 
eatly 1930's and initialed the Damn Downhill. 

The "Frank Koch Memorial" trophy was presented by Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Fairley, the Honorary President and Vice-Pres
ident in 1958. Mr. Koch, an old VOCer,-was killed while 
on a V.O.C. trip dlimbing in theB&ekies. 

The ''Jean Sharp Memorial" trophy was presented in 
1963 by her brothers, David and Murray Sharp, Jean, an 
active member for many years, was killed while skiing in 
Yoho Park, 

Class A D, Hewgill Edwin Kerr Trophy 
Glass B B, McKnight Jean Sharp Memorial Trophy 
Class C D. Phelps 
Class D D. King 
Class E D. Higgins 
Class F D. Phelps 
Best Picture in Competition D. King 

Damn Downhill; The Damn Downhill, due to lack of suitable 
weather conditions, attracted a minimum of entrants. As a 
result, the participants, approximately one per class-,-were 
given the awards on the basis of their entry, not for their 
competitive skiing ability. The Steeplechase was npt run 
this year for the same reason,. 
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G R A D N E W S 
NORTH AMERICA 
TERR* BROWN & TOVA (MQNSEN) were married last spring; they 
have taken up residence in Boston where Terry is at M.I.T. 
JENNY CLOSE is residing in gay Montreal, and is planning 
a trip to Europe. MURRAY WHETTER spent the summer skiing 
on Kitimat's mountain slopes. Is wording, too, FRED 
VERMEULEN is working at the University of Alberta, Edmon
ton - weekends in the Roekies11 DICK DALY - from Canada's 
beautiful B,C. Sunshine (?) Coast, to its blizzardly cold 
northlands, to Mexico's sun, and on to Europe's -ski-trails, 
PARKER WILLIAMS is also working in Edmonton, then to Ger
many? ROBIN LEECHis marrying Alice Pajffte, a lady geolo
gist, on Dec„l9; he's also working on his Master Degree 
in Entomology at the University of Alberta. ANN PREVOST 
is going to Photographic School in San Francisco. MARY 
SHAKESPEARE - after two years nursing in San Francisco 
is heading back to campus - there. JACK BOULDING is in 
Campbell River running a fishing lodge. He is also tha 
proud father of a daughter, LARRY KENNEDY was seen ski
ing in the Rockies last Christmas. REG WILDE skiing in 
a "wilde" manner broke his leg last February on a Nelson 
ski hill. KEN MACKENZIE - What! No Beard? Both KQH and 
STELLA BARBOUR have entered Medicine at U.B.C. MARION 
GARDINER is "socializing" or working in Vancouver. 
JUANITA COWELL is home from gay journeying in Europe 
with SUE TATUM, and is working for B.C.Hydro. CARMAN 
SMITH & BARB (WHITAKER) were married this May and are 
living in Barrier near Kamloops'and enjoying the pleas
ures of Interior living, i.e. Tod Mountain at their door
step! GAIL ROBINSON & CAROL RUSSEL are having a rough 
scholastic year in Education at U„B 0C 0 DEAN GOARD -
Deano is working in Vancouver,is often seen participa
ting on VOC activities. DICK CULBERT has returned to 
U.B.G. to Grad Studies (climbing in disguise). His 
book fiMJ4e to the Coast Range is near publication. 
BOB KERSEY is in second year dentistry at McGill, spend
ing, his weekends in the Laurentians. JOHN PRINGLE is 
back in Chalk River after taking out every VOC girl he 
knew-'-OH his. way across Canada last 'summer. BYRON 
OLSON & JANE(MUSKETT) were married in August and are 
spending a year in Trail making a few sheckles before 
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heading off to Sweden. KEN HUNT after four years is back 
from Scotland with a Scottish wife. IEJETH CHILCOTT is now 
Mrs. Charles Wark. ''WOODY" DAVE RICHARDSON is married -
to a non-skier! DR. BILL SMITHERINGALE {& family) are now 
living at St. John's NFLD. where he is in the geology de
partment at the new Memorial University. 

AFRICA 
DENNIS HQLDEN & ANN (MOBTQPp were married this fall and 
will soon be off to Nigeria. CATHY FlNLEf is working with 
CUSO for two yearsvt She"s teaching science to the Ibos 
of Eastern Nigeria. WENDY SUTTON who spent 3 years in 
Vancouver after teaching in Pakistan has now gone to 
Tanganyika to teach; she met up with JOHN D I C K M A R Y 
(KAFFKA) for a trip. John and Mary are in Tanganyika 
for two years with CUSO. 

THE ANTIPODES 
CHRIS & PETER REID & FAMILY are. in Duneden, New Zealand. 
Peter will be teaching geology at the University in ~ 
Dunedin. TOM WIDDOWSON is presently at the University 
of Auckland NZ D, and will soon be on his way to Melbourne 
University, Australia, KIM DEAN & GILL (BROATCH) were 
married this summer and are on their way to the land of 
the "Kiwis" at the beginning of December. BRUCE & DIANE 
WARD & FAMILY are leaving New Zealand after 3 years, and 
wending their way home via the Orient, east and west 
Europe. ROBIN CLARKE is leaving Australia and making 
his way back to B.C. probably via Japan. MRa & MRS* 
JERRY VAN TETS are continuing in Zoology at the National 
University, Canberra, Australia. ROY HYNDMAN is working 
at the National University, Canberra, Australia^ but 
seems to be spending most of his time "tripping" around 
"Aussie Land"„ NICK CLOSE after a year in Melbourne, 
Australia, is planning a trip to the "outback" and then 
moving on to India and scootering to Europe. RIC SEBAS
TIAN will soon be off for a trip "Down Under**. 

THE. EAR EAST 
HU NAYLOR is back in Vancouver after 2 years "roaming 
o'er distant lands,' and now he 5s contemplating another 
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visit to Nepal. DAVE KENNEDY & LINDA (CAMPBELL-BROWN) 
have spent the past year becoming fluent in Hindi and 
entertaining wandering VOCers. They are now working 
in the Christian Hospital, Ratlam, India. We would 
like to extend a word of congratulations to the members 
of the CANADIAN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION - for more details 
read on. 

EUROPE 
STU & ANN FALL after a successful winter's skiing in 
Europe have decided to stay an additional year in Eng
land; HAL ERDSVIC, DICK STREET HEIKO SOCHER & PAT 
DUFFY were all in Innsbruck during the 1964 Winter 
Olympics. JOHN FAIRLEY - after devious methods of 
persuasion, took a trip to Europe to try out skiing 
in snowless areas. He also visited ED KER, VOCers 
benefactor in Scotland, BRIAN SCARFE is in his second 
year of economics at Oxford University after spending 
the summer with his brother in Greece on a monument, 
or a "monumental crawl". 

CHRISTMAS SKI TRIPS 

KOKANEE CHRISTMAS 1963 
Dec./Jan. Parker Williams 

Peter Benson 

The morning of Dec. 27 found our party; Parker 
Williams (leader), Tove Monsen (now Brown), <Ann Morton 
(new Ho-ld^n)r Mary Ka-ffka (now Dick), Judy Kaffka, 
Terry*ftrown, Dennis frG-iden, John Dick, and Peter Benson 
at ther junction of the mining road along Kokanee Creek 
and the Nelson-Creston Highway (10 miles east of Nel
son). Our objective, the Slocan cabin, Kokanee Park, 
was reached after a 3-hour, 8 mile tow, courtesy of 
Mr. Kosiangic (Nelson), an afternoon on foot, a night5s 
bivouac at Gibson Lake, and... Next morning we con
tinued the climb up to Kokanee Lake. After crossing 
the lake and going over the ridge on the right hand 
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side of the valley we reached the cabin by about 2:00 p.m. 
(See #2) 

We found the cabin comfortably warm and suitable for 
twelve people. The john deserves comment: we felt that it 
was designed for use in the Inquisition. Walls of canvas hid 
a wooden framed object with a central roof beam from which 
was suspended a single, sllhg of old rope* The procedure-was 
to reaph in and jjrasp the ropev turn about and place the arms 
through tjfie sling, swing back dizzily over the pit, and hang 
terrorized for as short a time as possible. Disengaging one
self was even more dangerous. 

On Dec. 29 we climbed the Battleship for our long-await
ed chance to ski the powder. The north side was a sunless 
slope "warmed" by an extremely bitter wind. On the evening 
of the 29th, Roy King joined our party. 

The following day we went over to the Kokanee Glacier 
via the Saddle. This glacier offered the best skiing in the 
area, and was readily accessible from the cabin. 

On New Year's Eve we decorated our New Year's Tree with 
ornamented eggs. A contest was held for the best egg design 
which Roy won with his rendition of a swan. Dennis took the 
booby prize for the trip with his conglomeration of "egg and 
pancake scramble" which he served to us as breakfast. 

Then came the clouds and snow: Ann, Tove, Terry and 
Dennis departed leaving the rest of us to our toboggan rides. 
Judy dropped both legs into the snow while travelling at«20 
m.p.h. and damaged both knees quite badly. Parker skiied out 
to Nelson the next day for a helicopter which arrived $Me 
same afternoon, thanks to a break in the weather. 

On Saturday the 5th, the four remaining souls - Mary, 
John, Parker and Roy left the Slocan cabin for Nelson, ar
riving 12 hours and many trails later. (See #3). 

For others planning a trip into this area, several es
sentials are in order: 
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1. fly supplies in by helicopter from Nelson. 
2. plan on a two day trip in, although it can be done 

in one. 
3. make sure someone is familiar with the area - it is 

very rugged country. 
4. the skiing is excellent, but be in good condition. 
5. helicopter rates: .$75 per trip for 2 people, or 

$100 for 650 lbs. (Okanagan Helicopters, Nelson, 
kindly charged us $50.) 

6. cabin reservation: Mrs. Helen Butling, Secretary, 
Kootenay Sec. A.C.C, Nelson, B.C. 

BRALORNE 1963 
Dec./Jan. Jim Fowler 

On Boxing Day, Axel Kellner, Leslie Stacey, John Ham 
ilton, Jim Fowler, Dave Hardie, Oz Austin, Bruce McKnight, 
Andy Zoltay, Betty Dishaw, Jim Whittaker, Alice Purdy, 
Denton Hewgill, Marilyn Young and Florence Thompson left 
for Bralorne, 300 miles N.E. $f Vancouver. 

At dawn on the 27th, we left for the cabin at McGil-
lvary Pass (12 miles). Willie Kleinschrot, our 16 year 
old guide, led us to believe that the hike took 3 hours... 
nine hours and innumerable blisters later we arrived at 
the cabin* When unpacking, Axel discovered a tenpound 
doorstop in his pack. 0. .^eems iiis pack was a little heavy. 

For the majority of our trip, the weatherwas good 
and the-skiing was excellent. We skiied mainly on four 
runs.. The west facing runs included: Mt. Royal - dir-
eatiy &as* of t-lw sabin^ with a 4000' vertical drop and 
Mt, McGillvary south and east of the cabin with about a 
4500° vertical drop0 the east-facing runs included: 
a ridge directly west of the cabin with a vertical drop 
of about 2500s-3000s (mainly old avalanche runs through 
the trees), and the tow hill which was very steep with 
a vertical drop of about 200 c

o There was also good 
skiiitg at a group of 10,000° peaks situated, south of 
the cabin towards McGillvary Pass and then westwards 

During our investigations of these runs, smooth par
allel turns were rare. Our excuse was that Willie's 
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dogs kept jumping on the heels of our skis, causing unweight-
ing difficulties. Oz's spectacular falls were surpassed only 
by McKnight's, one of which required about ten minutes' exca
vation to get him out. 

After ten days of powder snow skiing, our .holidays were 
over and we were forced to depart — t h i s time leaving behind 
a ten pound doorstop. A delicious supper and party awaited 
us in Bralorne, courtesy of the Thompsons. 

MOUNT TOP SKI TRIP 
Jan.1-Jan.5/64 Hart Pfortmueller 

Our happy group, still recuperating from the previous 
night's party at the Seymour Cabin, assembled and left Van
couver on the morning of January 1st: We packed ourselves 
and our essentials into three cars. Car #1, alias, "the 'Mon
ster" contained Ann Pope, Reiner Rothe, Rudi Rothe, Lorraine 
Aldred and Gerhard Pfortmueller. Car #2, alias "the Squash-
box", with driver Carolyn ("everything is under control") 
Young,bottled up the following back-seat drivers: Hart 
Pfortmueller, Dave (Torch) Zimich, Sue Parrott and Henning 
Freybe. The third car was nothing less than a cool (cold?) 
TR 3 which was controlled (?) by none other than George 
(Speedy Gonzales) Railton. 

Upon arrival in the Kamloops area we did a bit of search
ing, interrogation of locals, more searching, and finally-the 
K.O.C. (Kamloops Outdoor Club) cabin was located. Situated 
on Heffley Lake, the cabin is only eight miles from the ski 
area via an excellent but icy road. (Chains are highly ad
visable. ) 

The next few days followed a certain pattern. In the wee 
hours of the morning we were gently lured jfrom our sleep by 
Dave's monstrosity of an alarm clock. A necessary evil, I 
suppose. Following this, there was the usual squirming and 
pushing and grabbing and cursing ... ad infinitum as we 
changed into long Johns and assorted ski wear within the .con
fines of our sleeping bags. Breakfast was prepared by the 
fair sex and consisted of no less than three varieties of 
mush -- watery, burnt and sticky — plus assorted tid bits 
of toast, jam and coffee. While the boys washed the break-
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fast dishes, the girls prepared lunches. Upon completion 
of this task, usually-by-8-o'clock, we struggled up the 
steep trail to the parking lot and half an hour later we 
were at the bottom of the Tod Mt. chairlift. The elevat
ion at the top ef the chairlift was 7,000 ft. and from 
this point we tried our skill on the Chief, the West 
Ridge Run (2 mi.), the Chair Run (1J£ mi.) and the Five 
Mile Run. By 4:00 p.m. the skiing was finished for an
other day, and we wearily made our way back to the cabin 
as darkness spread its coat over mountains and valleys. 
The early evening activities consisted of heating the cab
in and preparing dinner. Afterwards, everyone lapsed into 
more recreational activities which were culminated with a 
rpusing sing-song before lights out. 

One day followed another, and soon it was time to 
return home again. 

WHISTLER MOUNTAIN PROJECT 

WHISTLER MOUNTAIN SKI DEVELOPMENT 
Charlie Daughney 

V.O.C. has long been familiar with Garibaldi Park, 
especially familiar with the area surrounding; Garibaldi 
Lake, The beauty of this park, through all seasons of 
the year, is unchallenged by any other area. In the 
northern region of the park, a new highway etches the 
rugged Cheakamus Valley, and if we were to follow this 
highway north of Garibaldi Station, we wpuld soon en^ 
counter a chain of small lakes — a quiet valley shielded 
by peaks on both sides. We could see Mt. London and Mt. 
Wedge, the highest point in Garibaldi Park. 

Soon there will be no Mt. London. This particular 
region of the park will be renamed Whistler Mountain 
and, if properly developed, will be set aside for special 
fame ars-a- ski resort. It should compare favourably with 
the Reveler Motnrtain ski resorts and will definitely replace 
th?••Ntyrt'fc-•Shore•i»wnrt«Tirsr'for-"loea-l ski enthusiasts. At 
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present, the plan is for a two stage sedan lift and a network 
of shorter tows. The required funds have already been collect
ed, but the development must await the completion of a new 
highway and this is not expected until the coming spring. 

Why is all of this of interest to V.O.C? 

V.O.C is watching the skiing on Mt. Seymour deteriorate 
each winter with the increasing crowds and the limited ski 
development. We also see the role of our club cabin becoming 
distorted. For example, it is no longer a ski cabin. Instead 
members tend to drive right up to the ski lift in the early 
morning (a drive which was impossible when the cabin was built I) 
and to leave at night never having set foot irt the cabin. The 
comradeship of an evening before and after a day of skiing is 
a void in present V.O.C. Finally, we find that Mt. Seymour 
is inadequate as an area for ski touring, for hiking, or for 
mountaineering. These are the most important activities of an 
outdoor club such as V.O.C. 

It has been proposed that a cabin near the Whistler 
Mountain ski development would solve these problems. The 
possibilities for lift skiing have already been outlined. The 
seventy-five mile trip from Vancouver to Whistler Mt. would 
entice more members to make use of the cabin. But most im
portant, the area immediately behind Whistler Mt. would present 
spectacular opportunities for touring and hiking. This area 
consists of Cheakamus Lake (slightly smaller than Garibaldi 
Lake) and an encircling ring of more than a dozen interesting 
mountain peaks. 

However, before such a proposal can be presented to the 
members of V.O.C, its feasibility must be examined. This 
investigation was actually begun last spring when the-club 
explored the possibilities of obtaining a suitable cabin site. 
It was found that most of the available land had been bought 
by ski enthusiasts and real estate speculators; but if V.O.C 
is willing to have a cabin which is a short walk from the 
highway, the land, strangely enough0 is not so eagerly sought. 
Throughout these investigations we have received sympathetic 
assistance from Don McLaurin of the Forest Service and George 
Vtfilson of the Land Office. With this support, we should be 
able to obtain a cabin site in the near future. The design 
and construction of a cabin are made feasible by our own 
architect, Byron Olson, and through our large, enthusiastic 
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club membership. 

If feasible, such a project would greatly enhance 
V.O.C. both in the increased potential of the club once the 
cabin was built, and in the inevitable increase of club 
morale during the construction period. 

"WHISTLER1* RECONNAISSANCE 
January 25-26, 1964 Murray Whetter 

Late in January, Cathy Finley, Alan Whetter, John 
Pringle, and Murray Whetter made a reconnaissance trip up 
"Whistler" Mountain, in order to familiarize ourselves with 
the area. We drove to Squamish and from there took the 
train to Jordan's Lodge, midway between Alpha and Nita Lakes. 
After passing through the Jordan Lodge property, we followed 
the new highway south-west for half a mile and then cut off 
into the road leading up to the P.G.E. microwave station. 
Here we camped for the night, setting off the next morning 
for the peak of "Whistler." 

The first part was fairly flat going with lots of cross 
ridges up to about 5400 ft., at which point we started to 
climb some fairly steep open slopes. We crossed two flat 
benches to the base of the final peak, finding our warm 
weather replaced by a biting wind. We cached our skis at 
6700 ft. and climbed the last 500 ft. up the hard wind-
packed snow and bits of exposed rock. Standing there, we 
surveyed a sight to move any man, a complete panorama of 
mountains was etched in ice against a blue backdrop of sky. 

After a hurried bite of frozen apple and a piece of 
chocolate we descended to the skis. The run was fun, with 
the first bench providing good hard snow and the lower slope 
covered in light powder. About half an hour from the micro
wave station, we met Ann Provost, Bill Tupper, Karl Ricker, 
and Nina Locke. They turned back with us to camp, where 
Dean Goard had thoughtfully brewed some hot soup. We pack
ed our gear and schussed the road for one hilarious hour be
fore catching the train back to Vancouver. 
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"BEHIND" THE TUSK 
Photo: Ann Charlton 

"WHISTLER" MOUNTAIN REGION 
Tour Area on Left — Ski Development to Right 

Photo: Karl Ricker 
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GARIBALDI ACTIVITES 

A FALL VISIT TO GARIBALDI 
October 26. 27, 1963 Stella Barbour 

Garibaldi under new October snow is a black lake ringed 
by white peaks. A white Tusk nudges the sunny sky. Strange, 
to be here in fall, without skis and snow all around. You 
can still hear the clamour of last spring...ghosts of May... 
echoes from the distant glaciers.whispers dust the cabin 
wa 11 s. 

We follow the new summer trail, switchbacking endlessly 
up through the timber beside the Barrier. Twenty voices 
echo gaily through the firs. There has been a great wind 
storm; we crawl over forty fallen trees. The trail takes 
us first to the Ranger Cabin (for delicious tea!) then cross 
country and down to the lake. Ĵ ahn and Roy have the fire 
lit when we arrive. 

The cabin evening is...dinner a la Marion, candlelight, 
meeting new members, a tale of the Prince of Serendip, Dick 
telling us how to hitchhike on the baggage racks of the 
Indian trains. Outside, stars and a full moon whiz over
head. 

Next day, some sleep in, some row the boats down the 
lake, some sit under the Black Tusk signpost and eat for two 
hours. The ranger yodels from his boat far out on the lake. 

Must we return so soon? Yes, the hike back is longer 
than you think...those same forty trees, those switchbacks. 
By Rubble Creek, Jane Shakespeare tells us she is going to 
join the Sahara Outdoor Club next year-just smooth dunes to 
walk up and down. 

GARIBALDI SPRING 
May, 1964 Ann Nodwell 

Strange that you mention it, 
Strange that one is constantly reminded of it, 
Perhaps not. 
But who can explain a Garibaldi spring? 
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Wha can begin to explain the madness 
Of intrepid, endless groups that pack-laden like mules, 
Incessantly, insistently- wended their way 
Up the barrier to the tune of John Pringle's camera? 
A madness that drove them to rise early and clamber up glaciers 
And mountains which didn't even exist; 
That caused them to suffer through 
The "sympathy" crew in the kitchen, 
Endless gallons of kaol-aid, dried eggs and slushy instant 

potatoes, 
And revealing line-ups for a biffy whose very existence was 

threatened by a cornice, 
And Irish lullabies with indistinguishable tunes, and wet 

feet. 
And the snores of Battle-worn mountain climbers whistling 

far,onto the night. 
Perhaps only Garibaldi it-self- can- explain- it * 

The cabin packed, full of warmth people and 1-aughter, 
Scene of the Mackenzie b^e^ub, 
And tents and windows- whi^h wouldn't stay up, 
And skis which wouldn't go down, 
And trips that never got started, 
And expeditions impressive only by-the numbers involved, 
And sun beating down on snow* angel-s- at the top of the Barrier, 
Susi-bathers dangerously- close- to Sphinx camp 
And sun-glass goggled, queer-looking clowns., 
Peeling down long^ slopes' behind- the Tusk, 
Leaviag behind patter!ffs--o-f-e4ght and- the-tell-tale smell of 

Skreen Q 

Perhaps if you sat -©\irthe top- of Mount Erice 
And saw smoke patterns- etched ag&i&st. a.blua- sky 
Rising from the ca^m^from dawtk till dusk, 
And heard the laughter risim?' upwa-rds^ like the smoke 
And saw the-patterns of tiiry-sxie^s across Garibaldi 

Lake 
And down surrounding mountains0 

Then smelt the smell of a Garibaldi meal 
And sensed the exhilai!^H>^.^^-wiJ4toboggan ride into 

the dusk 
And the comradeship in isolation. 
Perhaps then you could begin to explain a Garibaldi spring. 

file://-�/irthe
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QVT TOHRQ .TJSl.fcABTRArnT 
May 5, 1964 Tony Lyttle 

There are some very enjoyable trips in the Garibaldi 
Lake area that have seldom been taken, and this spring a 
group of us went around two loop trips that I'd like to call 
the "Warren Circuit" and the "Tuskan Loop". Though both of 
these trips can easily be done in one day, the earlier one! 
starts the better the snow is for skiing. 

Leaving at about 8:00 a.m. from the.Garibaldi cabin, a 
large group headed off to climb up Sentinel Glacier to the 
Glacier Pikes. This seemed a good idea as far as it went, 
but what of the untouched skiing areas of the Warren Glacier 
and Table Mountain? With this thought in mind, a small group 
consisting of Allan Whetter, Gail Robinson, Tony Lyttle, : 
Cathy Finley, and Pete Benson decided to do a complete circuit, 
intending to arrive back at the same bay from which we had 
started. 

Having gone down the lake for about two and- on©: half 
miles we turned into the bay leading to Sentinel Glacier and 
for the next hour climbed up to the Glacier Pikes* Once, on 
top, an awesome view greeted us, with all tue;features of the 
area stretching out for miles. We didn't stay, long, and onee 
again on skis proceeded to the first large -gully leadiag-down 
onto Warren Glacier. This gully provided the, first real skiing 
of the day. The natural bowl-shape allowed us-to swisfc.ba&k 
and forth with the greatest of ease and for-this reason .we. call
ed it "Egotist All-^y". The glacier str^tcbediTfiu&^^oi^v-u^snr we 
schussed the last one hundred yards onto this^mootn r^^tlyv 
sloping ice and snow. 

The sun was high in the sky by now and we felt very 
leisurely while gliding down this uninterrupted expanse of 
white. A great place for perfecting the Wedeln technique if 
one concentrates on skiing instead of the splendour that rises 
up all around. Warren Glacier, as it passes the base pf Table 
Mt.f tends to bear off to the left. A small sock out-topping 
juts slightly into the snow field, and a half-mile beyond,a. 
valley can be seen leading away from the glacier to the- right 
This outcropping provided a good place to havs lunch and 
generally soak up the sun. 
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After lunch we headed straight up a narrow gully 
behind this rock outcropping and continued until a- point on 
the saddle was reached just below the jug handle of Table 
Mt. From here our route led on over the saddle towards the 
run which would take us back to Table Bay at the base of the 
Sentinel Glacier. We took a fairly steep-sided valley that 
led us down to an exciting ski run through the trees and out 
to the mouth of the stream in the very bay from which we had 
started. A leisurely walk back across the lake brought us 
to the cabin at about 5:00 that evening. 

Our second trip took us around behind the Black Tusk to 
ski the valley leading away from the north east side of this 
crumbling tower. It was Dick Culbert who first mentioned the 
area to us and this journey we named the "Tuskan Loop". 
Setting out early, it was not long before we were working 
our way around to the north side of the Tusk„ Here, looking 
down the valley, we saw "Whistler" Mt e clearly visible among 
the rows of mountains stretching as far as the eye could see. 
From this point we had a fabulous run down into the valley 
on this side of the Tusk. 

After having tired of this we started back up and in 
behind Tuske This view does not resemble the Tusk as we 
normally think of it but instead presents great fingers of 
rock extending towards the sky0 The route we followed took 
us completely around the base of this awesome volcanic core 
and, up over the ridge which extends to the Tusk from the 
lakeside. This ridge was steep and wind swept. Absolute 
::si4eac-a.pervaded the air as we plodded slowly upwardo 
Suddenly every muscle jumped, every reflex was alerted, 
a small rock slide came crashing down that rotten decaying 
tower. Nothing moves. Then slowly the small party continued 
on. At last the top of the knife ridge was reached and be
fore us stretched the huge open snow fields that extended 
back down to Garibaldi Lake. We were now looking once again 
to the country covered earlier in the morning. The Tusk had 
been completely encircled. 

Our little band of skiers started down; faster, faster,.. 
someone did the splits, another jumped off a ridge and dis-
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appeared into a mound of snow; cries echoed across the 
mountains. With a last defiant schuss we hurtled onto the 
lake, lettiro our skiis coast almost to a stop before start
ing the piod back to the cabin, 

SPHINX GLACIER CAMP - 1964 
f _ r w ^ m ° '"" 

May, 1964 Peter Thompson 
This is the heroic lory of Sphinx Camp, the people, 

the weather, the trials and tribulations of life in a 
wilderness of snow, rock and ice. HooJ Hahl The camp, 
successful throughout its existence, started off with a 
setback due to an unhappy chopper pilot who refused to set 
his machine down on the Sphinx Glacier at an elevation of 
6000 feet. Instead the food and equipment was left on the 
snow covered moraines just east of the lake (4900 ft.). 
It was embarrassing- a "high camp" no higher than the cabin I 
Henceforth Sphinx Camp was referred to as "far camp". 
Needless to say, we greatly appreciated the cabin-peoples8 

help in setting up camp and later carrying across the lake 
vital items missing from our food order. 

One very big advantage to the new location was a nearby 
babbling brook. Running water meant precious gas would not 
be used for melting snow0 The proximity of the brook to the 
tents (merely fifteen feet) preserved the Law of Conservation 
of Energy: "the nearer a camp is to water the shorter the 
distance the water must be carried," 

There was no need for a tent marshal in our bustling 
community. Everyone did what had to be done voluntarily. 
Masterful breakfasts were put together by the men of Sphinx 
Camp, but these skilled porridge pushers were put to shame 
by the girls at supper time. They created delicious meals 
under varied and often adverse conditions; blizzards, sub-
freezing temperatures, and the like. If the contents of a 
pot taken off the stove were not eaten immediately everything 
froze solidD It required skilled juggling and a good sense 
of timing to have everything hot at the same time. 

Kool-aid parties were a daily ritual in "far camp". 
Sphinx Campers, sympathetic with hordes of cabin types who 
had yet to cross that desert-like expanse of snow known as 
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The Lake (shudderl), poured out this many-coloured elixir 
pf life every afternoon. 

Singsongs were cosy candlelit affairs. One night we 
squeezed 14.people and a guitar into the 4 man tent. That 
was-gxeat-fun, especially the.riot which occurred when peanut 
nutter and jam- sandwiches were served along with hot chocolate. 
Chuckle!. ChucJklel -

The weather in the vicinity of Sphinx Camp was generally 
good and it is thought that the sun was seen many times by 
all who stayed there. The occasional white out, cold wind, 
snow flurry or blizzard made life interesting. 

Despite the- usually late departure time (- 10:00 o'clock) 
ua^iftus. coBib.iJia:ti.otts~of the "slack bunch" - so named by the 
cabin types - managed to do a fair amount of ski-mountaineering, j 
Sphinx, Guard, Bookworms., Black Tusk, and Garibaldi were all 
climbed at least once. An important role was played by two 
of the crowd during*the ascent of Mt. "Gronk" (the location of 
which is a little-obscure due to a whiteout). Five energetic 
Sphinx Campers subsisting on hard candies and dried bread 
charged ^^Ga^^alM^MJa. their way across the Neve, and the 
Black Tusk wasn't climbed this year until the "slack bunch" 
crossed the lake to lead the successful mass assault. 

The only thing which came close to being a "trial" at 
far camp was our "John.", commonly known as the Fortress. 
It was a simple, one..might say, primitive structure; a boulder 
sticking out of the snow. A modest snow wall insured privacy 
in the direction of-camp, (At least it did until one sunny 
day the wall melted away and a new boulder had to be found.) 
The impressive panorama of glaciers, mountains and sky which 
was offered to the occupant more than compensated for the 
minor discomforts of the cold rock and colder wind. 
Strangely enough no one ever seemed Very enthusiastic about 
that breath-taking panorama. 

All in all, Sphinx Campers were a good lot, the weather 
was fine, the laughs were many, the trials were few and the 
sorrows non-existant. 
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BROHM BIDGE SUMMER AND WINTER 
Dan Phelps 

Brohm Ridge extends west and then south from the north
west side of Mt. Garibaldi. Some study of the map suggests 
that the ridge could provide an easy and direct route to 
Mt.'Garibaldi and thus it could be climbed on a two day 
weekend. The ridge also provides excellent ski touring, 
means of a spring ascent of Garibaldi and a new approach to 
Garibaldi Lake itself. 

The initial exploration was beguH in mid July, 1963, 
by Charlie Daughney and myself, A foul-up on the extreme 
south part of the ridge, followed by fog and rain: ONE INCH 
IN 8 HOURS!, stopped the attempt at about 5500 feet and 
ll£ miles west of the park boundary* The second expedition 
took place in early August. This party was composed of 
Steve Hodge, Jan Phelps, Jim Savage, Bryce Whittles, Charlie 
Daughney and myself. Camp was made on the Brohm Ridge about 
a mile outside the park (5700 ft.) around 5 p.m. The climb 
on Sunday involved the slight inconvenience of a great black 
tooth of rock on the ridge. But no matter; up and over, 
flashlight in mouth. However, the climb was prematurely 
stopped on Warren Glacier when we discovered a buzzing of 
static electricity frm the ice axes. With a calm: "LET'S 
GET THE HELL OUT OF HERE I" we ran, hopping crevasses, to 
lower and more protected ground. 

On a one-day trip Easter weekend 1964, Dick Daly, 
Jean Finley, and I found a very satisfactory ski route onto 
the ridge via the head of the Brohm River valley. When 
Charlie, Jean, and I started for Garibaldi the 2nd of May 
we tried to improve on the route. Much steeper slopes and 
cliffs higher on the ridge slowed us. Camp the first night 
was about 5000 ft. Camp the second night was on Warren Glacier 
at about 6000 ft. The third day started at 3:30 a.m. As 
we climbed the clouds dropped. From sun up to the summit 
and return to camp, the view showed FOG. Returning to camp 
we found tent ropes, skis, and all iced with beautiful frost 
feathers0 Supper included roast beef, mashed potatoes, and 
mushroom gravy. YUM GOOD! The fourth day was clearing and 
crisp. From Warren Glacier we went between the Glacier Pikes, 
north and east to the col below Deception, and down Sentinel 
Glacier to Garibaldi Lake and the Sphinx Camp. The lake 
seemed very confined after the ridge, glacier and summit. 
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GARIBALDI: AN IMPRESSION 
Summer, 1964 Hart Pfortmueller 

The stillness of the mountain spring vanishes with the 
snows, and the coming of summer brings life in to our little 
mountain world. FIighls..of ducks soar overhead, whiskey-
jacks chatter in the trees. On the ground tiny ground 
squirrels bustle to and fro, ever alert to the piercing 
shriek of a marmot's whistle. Garibaldi Lake is a con
centration of turquoise colour, streaked with flashes of 
silver trout. All around are the rich greens of wooded 
slopes and open alpine meadows. Sphinx's tongues of cold 
blue ice lick at a small tarn lake: here and there a patch 
of snow clings to the back of a sheltered knoll. The Tusk, 
huge and black, stands guard over its rolling meadows: a 
mosaic of grass, heather and shining streams. 

This is the time for climber and hiker, A time to 
enjoy a walk through soft spongy heather, a time to traverse 
across vast blackened talus cones in the shadows of the 
Tusk, and to crampon up the eternally frozen highways of ice. 

In the evening the stars twinkle quietly in the sky, 
listening to the waves lap gently on the shore of Garibaldi 
Lake. From far-off Sphinx comes the sound of waterfalls, 
a distant booming amplified many times by the stillness. 
It is night, but the world does not yet sleep. In the cabin, 
in the campsites, by coleman and by campfire, people sit 
to talk and laugh and dream of tomorrow. 

SUMMER ACTIVITIES 

ASIXU CREEK: VALLEY SOUfJdifJG AND EXPLORING 
May 23-24, 1964 Dan Phelps 

Axel Kellner 

The party: Axel Kellner, Bev King, Tony Knittel, Shiela 
McMeekin, Jan Phelps, Dan Phelps (leader), 
Alice Purdy, Gordon Soules, Jim Whittaker. 

The Ashlu Creek Valley provides an opportunity to 
s e e yp.ie lowland forest which is easily accessible and 
at the same time still in a wilderness condition. This 
valley provides access to Mt. Jimmy-Jimmy and to the 
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numerous peaks on the Ashlu Creek-Squamish River divide. 

One not-so-fine Saturday morning, our little group 
left Vancouver for a jaunt up the Ashlu Valley. We 
crossed the Squamish River just before the plain and 
parked at the bottom of the logging road. 

Once past the mile-long gravel road through the 
timber slash, the trail, about seven miles long, 
maintains a fairly level grade as it searches its way 
through the open forest. We worked along in the rain-
soaked forest and arrived at the first cabin at 11 a.m. 
After numerous cups of tea, we continued on the last four 
miles towards the Alex Clark cabin. Everyone was very 
wet, but even so there were some keen types later that 
day who insisted on sounding through the wet brush in 
search of the Ashlu's source. Returning to the cabin, 
a crossing of the creek was found about three quarters 
of a mile above the cabin. 

Sunday was clear and sunny. One trio went back to 
Squamish in the morning and the rest went up the creek. 
One group crossed the Ashlu via downed logs and an 
island and explored a possible route to Jimmy-Jimmy along 
Marten Creek. They were able to gain only a few hundred 
feet elevation above the creek. The other group on the 
north side followed the trail to a point a half mile west 
of Pybett Creek. The view from there suggested that 
Marten Creek "might go". (Later John Pringle suggested 
that a crossing near the mouth of Tatlow Creek might lead 
to a better route.) 

The return through the long sections of open timber 
was very pleasant. There is very little underbrush in 
the area. The breaks in the timber at the major streams 
showed wild flowers and provided excellent views of the 
peaks to the south, particularly Ossa and Pelion Mts, 
At present there is no similar area of this type in the 
lowland in which the wilderness character has any legal 
protection. Considering that about seventy-percent of 
B.C. lies above 3000 feet elevation, such lowlands are 
rather unique. One might well be concerned that a sample 
of lowland forest be preserved so that everyone may al
ways be able to enjoy it in its natural state. 
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SLUgLBQWL 

May, 1964 Gail Robinson 

The Slushbowl weekend began oil-Saturday night with 
the arrival of VOC'ers at the.Silver Fir campsite, situated 
at the base of. Jit.. Baker. Alter setting up camp and verbally 
discouraging a high-L.Q. from- deijxg»̂ some exasperating shooting 
next to our camp, we- engaged- in. a brief, rainy singsong and 
then went to bed. Sunday morning dawned foggy and drizzling. 
"Never fearM, said;Ia#, our intrepid party leader, "it will 
be sunny at the top." Sure enough:, after we hiked up the 
mountain through-ra-in and-fog^, the weather cleared, and before 
us was a beautiful day. 

While the rest of us waited for J.P.S.P. to unload his 
*1? camera so that we could-unscramble our mess of skis, I. 
Stirling and C. Daughney^ skied down and set up neat ropfe and 
pole traps. Balloons were-tied in treacherous places in trees-
not just any tree—but specifically those overhanging cliffs. 

With J.P.S.P. still loading his camera, the goon race 
finally got underway. The "whole crux of the situation" was 
the slushy lake at the bottom of the run, through which we 
had to swim or ski. The most spectacular finishes were Joey 
Hamilton who flew Ov«r it. Sherie Rusler,. who swam through it, 
and Sue Parrott, who held her breath and swam under it. The 
heroes of the day (ie1 thewinning team) consisted of June Wells 
Alan Coombs, Sandy and Sail Robinson (not married or siblings, 
just buds). 

After the race, we drove to Young*s camp at Boundary Bay 
where we had a refreshing swim, followed, by a beach party. 

MT, SEfffrIT (7,191 ft.) 
June 6,7, 1964 Barbara Booth 

On Saturday, nine Vo0.Cer*s left Vancouver for Mt. Sefrit, 
a mountain located between-the Ruth; Creek and, Mt. Baker roads 
and visible in a north-easterly d-ireetien from Mt v Bakere 

Bert Port (leader), Marion Gardiixer, Mavis MeQuai^, Barb Booth, 
Fred Vermeulon, John Pringle, Alice Furdey,Charlie -Daughney 
and Jim Coyne made up the party. 
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After the usual questions and skeptical looks from 
the border officials, we headed south on the Mt, Baker 
highway. We then turned off the highway on to the Ruth 
Creek Road, intending to travel in to the Hannigan Pass 
Campsite, It was at this point that a lively competition 
started to see who could get their car through the snow 
on th6 road0 Bert, competing in .Mrs. Gardiner1s Volks-
wagon, managed to slide it onto a crumbling shoulder that 
dropped off into a deep gorge. It had to be picked up 
and put back on the road. Charlie, the most conservative 
competitor, gave up after a few runs in his Rapier. 
However, "never .say-dig" Pringle hurdled his American 
Hop Car again and again into the snow bank until its 
screams of anguish stopped and it was jacked slowly out. 

the group retreated a short distance to an old 
abandoned cabin (3000 ft.) approximately four affid a half 
miles :off the Mt. Baker Highway. This cabin, with:its 
filth jf interior * peeling walls and rusty spring beds, 
suited everyone with-the exception of Pringle. His im
peccable standards df cleanliness required him to sleep. 
outsiden 

A relaxed evening was spent singing g^cgs and burn
ing marshntallows dver a glowimg campfire., Tt was not until 
four-thirty the next morning that we were awakened by a loud 
"up'n at l' em I" It was Alice raring to go a 

We hiked for twa mil^s up the north bank of the river, 
crossed, then did a ipng diagonal traverse upwards.into a 
gully at the base of Mt. Sefritc On&e thereelirabed 
about 3000 ft0;. kicking steps in the snow. The sun was 
pdnetrating the mist and it looked like a, good-day ahead. 
Later .on the ascent, we took turns leading the groupD 

In this way, each person had au opportunity to-gu&ss where 
the route was 0 By ibis'time, "needless- to say,-th& fog • 
closed in so much, the• end person; could'--seasce^y see--the 
person in front, Six hours and four-'thousand-steps later; 

we reached the ridge., turned west for: a short distance, and 
reached the summit—a rock island in the clouds. 

After stuffing ourselves with m-iant candy, and -
"mountain mix"v w# glissaded do* ft starting small,"-avalanches 
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as we went. The descent took two -hours—the majority of 
which was:spent practising glissading techniques and ice 
axe arrests as we plummetted down into a-valley of mists. 

BIKE HIKE TO.GALIANO, ISLAND 
June 27, 28, 1964 M. Gardiner 

On Saturday, June 27, twenty-five V.0.C°ers under 
the leadership of Jan Phelps gathered at the Tsawwassen 
Ferry. There they were met by Jean Finley who had hauled 
a rented trailer full of bikes to the meeting place. 
After some time, Fred Vermueller untangled the bikes, and 
the crowd boarded the ferry to arrive at sunny Galiano Island. 

Here everyone:learned how to mount a bike while carry
ing a full pack.. Small girls had big bikes oush, lurch, 
slip-and big boys had small bikes, pedalled in prenatal 
position. A few miles of gravel road and two flat tires 
later everyone arrived at a beautiful bay and set up camp. 
Some went swimming, some explored the wave carved rocks, 
others tore up and down the path on their bikes and still 
others collected food, food, foodi Dinner, compliments of 
the sea shore, was fresh clam chowder and baked oysters by 
the dozens. 

In the still evening, the whole clan gathered around 
a large beach fire and sang. John Pringle and Tony Lyttle 
entertained with long ballads as the rest sat munching marsh-
mallows. Gradually the tide made the beach smaller and 
smaller. Phosphorescence glittered and shone. It was time 
for bed. 

Next morning, the group divided up. Most went on 
a bike ride down the island. Tony Knittle and Tony Lyttle 
both of whom had already wrecked their bikes, hitch-hiked 
with the odd car or persuaded Chickies to give them rides. 

It took most of the morning before we arrived at 
Porlier Pass. , There, sitting on the rocks, in the sun
shine, we watched the boats pass, an Indian fisherman 
catch his dinner and the gulls screech and soar, The 
ride back to the ferry dock seemed all too short0 On the 
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way home many experienced for the first time, the exquisite 
pleasure of tearirig headlong down a gravel road with a 
corner coming up ahead. 

The evening ride home on the ferry was a pleasant 
relaxation. By this time and for some days to come the 
group kept on its feet. In short, the only unpleasant 
thing about this bike ride was the effect it had on one's 
bottoml All agreed, let's go again! 

SKY PILOT 
July 18, 1964 John Hembling 

Party Members: Sandy Robinson-leader, Charlie Daughney, 
Marion Gardiner, Wayne Henze, Betty and 
Thorston Jergens, Helmut Urkann and John 
Hembling, 

A curious sight, indeed, our rendezvous must have been 
for the waitress in the Britannia Beach coffee shop that Sat
urday afternoon. In a booth sat six typically derelict-
looking V.O.C.'ers anticipating, feeding and listening as 
one particularly forlorn member attempted to derive from the 
leader an explanation of just how it was possible to organize, 
inculcate or bring about an expedition of this type with only 
one "chicky" along. Needless to say, leader Sandy (to be known 
hereafter as "Schmoo") was unable to justify his position on 
this matter except to facetiously add insult to injury by 
bringing to my already keen attention, whose car she had come 
in--a holocaust of organization to be sure! 

Enough of that! When we finally left the car at Mt. 
Sheer Townsite, our number had increased to eight. A short 
hike later--there it was -The fabulous Sky Pilot "Lodge", 
situated at the base of Pilot Falls, comparable only to Niagara 
both in majesty and honeymoon potential, although not to be 
considered lightly by any of your financially distraught 
couples contemplating the matrimonial lunge. However, be sure 
to include rat traps and mosquito netting in your suggestions 
for wedding gifts, 

As the primus battalion generated heat under bubbling 
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and boiling pots and pans, the monsoons outside brought forth 
interrogatives such as: "Is anybody really serious about 
climbing tomorrow?'"-—" Climbing? — What's that?" 

But alas—this story has a happy ending for fate 
smiled on this motly lot. The next day brought sunshine and 
enthusiasm to the conquest of Sky Pilot and "Co-Pilot" by the 
old, stand-by routes. 

MT. SLESSE- ANEW ROUTE DESCRIPTION 
July 25, 26, 1964 by John Hembling 

(with assists) 

After a late Saurday morning departure from Vancouver, 
eight, peak-hungry V.O.C.'ers and associates wiggled their 
cars up the Silesia Creek logging road to a point where a 
creek tumbles down from a gully between the north and south 
peaks of Mt. Slesse 6000 feet above. About mid-afternoon we 
donned our heavy packs and set off (or rather up) on what at 
first seemed to be little better than a goat trail on the 
ridge to the left of the creek (marked by Mountain Access Comm
ittee). Further on it was a goat trail, and I'm sure we were 
leading into country that would make even them nervous. 

Four very weary hours later, we arrived near the top of 
the ridge to set up camp at about 6000 feet. In front of us, 
towering 2300 feet above, was the magnificent summit of Mt. 
Slesse. Little did I know that the route we were to-climb 
was not listed in the newly revised "Climbers Guide to the 
Cascade and Olympic Mountains". 

As we cooked supper and prepared to settle down for the 
night, remarks were passed about what a "cinch" the following 
day's climb would be. "Just a scramble " said somebody, 
innocently. 

The route for the following day lies about one half 
way between routes one and two (marked #3 by mistake in the 
guide book diagram) on the west face of the main peak and 
makes a much shorter trip when combined with the approach 
from the Canadian side. At 6:15 A.M. we continued up the ridge 
until a traverse along the base of an obvious and permanent 
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snowpatch at the bottom of the west face was possible. Bert 
Port led up the right-hand edge of the snow into a 1000 
vertical foot couloir. This varied-width feature offered 
grade three to four climbing and copious amounts of stabilized 
scree in its broader portions. About one-half of the Way up, 
a greasy short chimney construction was negotiated by Bert's 
rope, climbing out to the left for a short spell and by Alaistair9s 
rope wriggling in the grease and grit* At the top exit of the 
couloir (on a spur ridge) tiring climbers scrambled up and 
diagonally to the right for 50 feet to join route number one 
of the guidebook at the "base of a small reddish couloir—--" 
about 200 vertical feet below the summit. After eight hours, 
eight exhausted climbers enjoyed a most glorious panorama from 
the summit. A clear view was visible for at least 60 miles 
in all directions. 

The slope was about 70 degrees for the last stretch 
and made for very enjoyable climbing. However, the average 
angle of the couloir was only 56 degrees and its funnel-like 
form posed severe problems with lethal potential. It is-virt
ually impossible even for advance climbers to prevent small 
fragments from being dislodged. Well it is said-that " a rolling 
stone gathers no moss"; that may be true, but it certainly 
gathers more stonesl A wound below my eye proved this point 
and if the eggsized missile had been one eighth of an inch 
higher I would now be known as "the one-eyed twin" or the late 
John H. 

Another word of warning: allow at least seven hours 
from the summit to the cars (by the same route) unless you 
want to make a two-day trip into a three-day trip as three 
quarters of our group did. And, oh yes- fill up with water 
at the creek by the road for that will be the last until you 
reach the snow patch. 

Party Members: Bert Port-leader, Alaistar MacDonald, Rosemary 
Anderson, Jutie Ryder, Sheila McMeekin, Tony 
Lyttle, Gordon Couttes and Yours truly. 

THE PILLAR 
Early Sept. by Gimx 

The Pillar at Pillar Lake near Falkland is a TO foot 
tower of conglomerate. Most of the rock is solid, out the 
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upper fifteen feet is merely overhanging talus capped by a 
large granite boulder0 

Since Dave Gibson and I knew that Dick Culbert climbed 
i t in 1962, we decided to make an attempt in early September,, 
After it was declared- uncllmhable., Dave-Gibson reached the 
top in a blizzard of loose rock by utilizing a hairy belay 
from a nearby-tree. Climbing-was tricky, balance work. 

"Beyl you kn©w this summit blOGfc--itss got a hole 
underneath" 

"So what!" 
"Well its only supported, by a-one by three foot piece 

of gravel." 
"Oh." 

Two V.O.C. cards were left in. the summit cairn when the 
rocks finally stopped rolling. 

V-.OX. GIRLS IN THE-ROCKIES 
Summer 1964 

This summer, as last summer, our V.O.C. representatives 
in the Rockies were girls. While the boys were sitting in 
the bush, walking on flat ground, and completely isolated 
from the rest of the world, our girls were-working in the diff
erent areas of the Rockies', amidst; relative luxury. On 
the highest peaks, in the lowe^vallpys, rock-climbing, 
sliding down talus slopes and even hiking along well-groomed 
trails, our girls report the highlights of their expeditionsz 

LAKE LOUISE 
Ann Nodwell 

Scene of canoe trips, riding trips, hiking trips, climb
ing trips, skiing trips, and trip trips. Scene of the 
Saddleback — Fairview trip for a different view of the lake, 
Sheol Valley and the Trans-Canada- Valley. On the Lake 
Agaies-Big Beehive trip with a stop on the way for tea at jewel
like Lake Agnes; or the trip into the Plain of Six Glaciers 
for another cup of tea and a close-up view of Victoria Glacier. 
Carry skis if you wish?stay overnight at the tea house and ski 
on the glacier next morning. Or take along ropes and.crampons 
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and:: climbup Victoria Glacier through Abbot°s Pass into Lake 
O sHara. Scene of the less-ambitious riding trip over seven 
miles of Alpine meadows into Skoki. Scene of the eternal sun
shine a^d, tourist. And scene of the frustrated hitch-hiker 
who, bored with Lake Louise, is hitching into Banff, Moraine 
Lake, Emerald Lake or to the Icefields. 

MORAINE LAKE 
Janet Rusler 

In the valley of the Ten PeaksMoraine Lake is the start
ing point of a variety of hikes, such, as the day trip over 
Wenkchemha and Opabin Passes-to-Lake O'Hara through Alpine 
meadows, over talus slopes- and down a glacier* Take a short 
hike after supper to Consolation Lake and up a scree slope to 
Panorama Ridge for a view of the Bow Valley, Mt e Temple and 
the Ten Peaks at sunset. A quick descent in the twilight leads 
to hot chocolate in the lodge at the end of the trail. Try 
your yodelling in the Larch Valley * only 40 minutes away. Or, 
on a lazy sunny afternoon enĵ oy wild strawberry picking along 
the trail to Lake Louise by the shoulder of Mt. Temple, being 
careful not to step on the Moraine: Lake Lodge waitresses you 
might find lying on the trail studying their familiar view 
from another angle. 

EMERALD LAKE 
Vera Rosenbluth 

Located five miles from Field, B.C., Emerald Lake is 
certainly one of the most beautiful spots in the Canadian 
Rockies. The. climb to Emerald Peak is-not-very; difficult; 
sturdy boots are the only equipment needed* A popular hike 
is to Yoho Pass, where a quick dip in- the lake and an over
night stay in the Summit Lake cabin are enjoyed before work 
the next morning. 

The Little Yoho circuit leads to Tahakkaw Falls, Twin 
Falls, WhaLeback Ridge and back again^ Eroinv.-Summit.Lake, the 
trail to the south follow® the Mt. Wapta Skyline to Burgess 
Pass., alternately leading through alpine meadows and- scree„ 
The snowy peaks of the Van H o m e Range can be seen from be 

http://Eroinv.-Summit.Lake
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hind Emerald Lake a Mt. Burgess is a pleasant rock scramblea 

A short distance from Emerald Lake at Lake 0°Hara6 there 
are 25 miles oX trails a hiker's and climber's paradise,, 

BANFF AREA 
Ni^na Locke 

Samson Peak (7495°) is the most northern peak of Sulphur. 
We tried a "directissima" route from the bridge in Banff with 
easy hiking in heather^bush near the top. A pleasant walk 
took us along the ridge to the tea house We ran down under 
the lift to get to work in time. 

Norquay (8275•) — Determining never to use any syn
thetic mode of transportation up or down hills, we hiked up 
the steep North American downhill run to the tea housea 

From the tea house to the summit ridge is easy hiking, How
ever, we were determined to get to the very summit. We 
followed the ridge eastwards, which led down into a gully, 
then up to the summit. After crossing a rather exposed ice-
filled couloir near the summit, we reached the eairn. The 
journey down was a lovely scree slide ending on the Mt. Edith 
trail. 

Bundle (9838°) — We chose a route just under the ridge from 
the golf course. A rather-steep looking face turned out to be 
strictly a scramble which led us to the- summit ridge. A matter 
of 80-foot cliffs above the trail leading down presented quite 
a problem until we back-tracked towards the north-west where 
easy walking through the trees brought us to the trail below 
the cliffs. 

Eiffel Peak (10T1019)*Moraine Lake. An hour and a half 
from Banff by thumb, we set out on the trail to Larch Valley 
where we had lunch0 -After walking along the Eiffel Lake trail 
with no intentions * w®,-decided to "bag*? Eiffel Peak, which 
didn't look hard and wasn't<> The scrambling was great fun 
and the only scarey part was a snowpatch near the summit. 
Temple seemed only a few feet away and the view was terrific I 
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Busier- Barbour hospitality for the night awaited us at the 
lodgeo 

"CHICK - CHECKING" 
John Pringle 

Deah boys—Have you-ever wondered what happened to the 
chicks who worked out of town for the summer? Well, I have, 
and recently I had the chance to da the necessary chick-
checking,, 

GAIL ROBINSON was teaching little monsters to swim 
(maybe drown? Who knows?); 

KAREN JAMIESON- waitressed at the Boston Bar coffee shop; 
JOCELYN WARK was in Quilchena—^riding horses; 
LYNN MORTON waitressed at the Tha*e Valley Gap Motel; 
VERA ROSENBLUTH was at Emerald Lake hiking with the chief 

bell-boy; 
ANN NODWELL was at the Post Hotel in Lake Louise; 
JANET RUSLER and STELLA BARBOUR were isolated in the 

mountains at Moraine Lake. 

TRIPS OF NOTE 

GRAD HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION 

PACKING PANIC 

(INTRODUCTION TO THE CANADIAN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION) 
Bruce McKnight 

X, Y, and Z, high altitude, low altitude and town man-
days. U t V, and W, ounces of peanuts per high altitude, low 
altitude, and town man-day rations, yields a total of 
(XU.+^Ylif..^,ZWlttkouaees.peanuts,-where N^is the number of 
men c Now, we have been able to obtain only 90% of the 
(XU + YV + ZW)N ounces- of peanuts at the extra, ultra, super 
low, giveaway, bargain, prices won by fast talking Don Lyon; 
and so will give high altitude rations 95% of their quota, 
and town 85% of their quota0 (Minus 10% eaten by our packing 
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crew). Therefore dump 7.3794-3/5 ounces of peanuts into each 
bag. This is an excerpt, taken from Peter "Peeler" Thompsons 
scratch pad. 

There are many other such pages— for in a major 
mountaineering expedition, such as this— the First 
Canadian Himalayan Expedition, every item ust be calculated 
to the last ounce. Hordes of volunteer V.O.C. workers 

(about 50 of them) put in approximately 1000 man (& women) 
hours of work in packing for this expedition. Production 
lines weighing, filling, sealing and packing plastic 
bags of everything from soup to nuts (literally)f soon 
became remarkably efficient. It was on these production 
lines that such things as the double-hoppered, single-
funnelled, super automatic mush mixer and pourer finally 
became a reality. 

The main organization Was done by Jim Tupper and 
expedition quartermaster Don Lyon, ably assisted by 
Peter "Peeler" and Karl Ricker, Don had already obtained 
some experience in organizing expeditions for this was about 
the third time he had called on V.O.C. to help organize a 
Himalayan expedition. The first two had been postponed so 
a few people were somewhat sceptical when they learned of 
of the "next attempt". 

Don and his helpers organized the valiant V.O.C. into 
various groups to tackle the hundreds of jobs to be done. 
Packing crates were reconstructed a&coxding to rigorous 
specifications-- they must be rain, snow, yeti, and coolie 
proof- yet "openable" by ah expedition, member in a 
fraction of a second. Red nylon route marking flags had 
to be sewn so that they could be instantaneously placed 
on a pole— but would never blow off in the worst 
Himalayan storm. All food had to be divided into four-
man day bags, the large packing boxes had to be packed, 
contents listed, then checked, then unpacked, then various 
foods remeasured, bags refilled, and resealed and repack
ed. Many were the frustrations,, 

As special problems arose, special committees 
were set up to solve them. One such committee was 
informally known as the T.P. Brigade. The expedition, 
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being fussy, demanded T..P. in small square sheets rather than 
rolls. The T.PB Brigade -managed to obtain this vital neccess-
ity through "The generosity of the Vancouver Service Stations". 
That is several cars roamed the city and cleared every wash
room dispenser. 

All this shia--dig went on 18 hours a day for 10 days 
in a house that had- been-previously occupied by Mr. and 
Mrs. Thompson and abo«t.fo«r-.o4her little Thompsons besides 
Peter "Peeler". The Thompsons bore up remarkably well— at 
the end, none showed any-ill effects^ After ten days Mrs. 
Thompson still smiled as- she brought in the coffee and 
snacks she had made for the packing crew; and Mr. Thompson 
never broke down as he wearily repeated his answers to his 
incredulous friends on the phone— "Yes that's what I said, 
they are packing a Himalayan expedition in my basement". 

FIRST CANADIAN HIMALAYAN EXPEDITION 

ADVENTURE IN CHAPATI LAND 
May, 1964 R. Donald Lyon 

May 2nd 1964 may prove to be a turning point in 
Canadian mountaineering. On that date, the First 
Canadian Himalayan Expedition officially departed from 
Canada, bound for Pakistan and the Karakoram Himalayas. 
The Expedition had come a long way, beginning with an idea 
of Karl Ricker's in the late months of 1959. Since then 
a number of people have been interested in the Expedition. 
For three years Sev Heiberg acted as Director, but other 
obligations forced him to withdraw. From the beginning 
Mrs. M. A. Shanks of Ottawa took on the thankless and vital 
secretarial duties which still continue even now that the 
expedition has returned. Slowly the membership evolved and 
stabilized itself to a group who could arrange sufficient time 
and sufficient finances, and were thus able to join such a 
venture. Gradually plans materialized, objectives developed, 
and gear was extimateda Final prepatibns began! Four and a 
half years later, eight people were to carry out this dream. 
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HIMALAYA; HACHINOAR K.I.SH WITH ITS DEEPLY SERRATED. ANO CORNICED RIDGES 
Photo: Don Poole 
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Within the expedit ion, the Vars i ty Outdoor Club 
had the highest c l u b - a f f i l i a t e d membership, cons is t ing 
of Dr. Fred Roots Leader; Don Lyon Deputy Leader and 
Quartermaster; John Ricker and Don (Brownie) Poole. The 
other members were L i s l e Irwin from Calgary; Hermann Jamek, 
cinematographer from Toronto; and our Medical Of f i cers 
Dr. Momin Khalifa and Dr. Karl Tomm from Montreal. 

Def ini te commitments for the expedition began in 
la te f a l l of 1963, when orders were placed for gear. Most 
of th i s came to Vancouver for custom packing and bulk 
shipping. B i l l and Jim Tupper took charge of shipping 
and customs clearance, and handled preliminary arrange
ments. The packaging and packing were done at the home 
of Mr. and Hrs. B i l l Thompson, through the in teres t of 
VOC'er Peter Thompson. 

I t was in the packing where V . O . C . showed i t s 
enthusiast ic dedication to mountains and mountaineering. 
V . O . C . was the only alpine club to offer support and 
ass i s tance to the expedit ion, and t h i s i t d id , whole
heartedly . Under Peter ' s aggress ive leadership, packing 
s h i f t s were arranged and continued weekends and weekday 
evenings for nearly two weeks. The careful packing 
proved i t s e l f in the safe a r r i v a l of a l l goods. The 
many j o k e s , r idd les , and anecdotes, ("How does i t f ee l 
where the hand of man has never set foot?" Fine, thank 
you I) which were scattered through food bags and T . P . , 
were highly treasured and much appreciated. 

Meanwhile there was a lso a c t i v i t y in other parts of 
the world. D irec t ly to Karachi went equipment from 
Switzerland, Germany, Norway, B r i t a i n , and New Zealand: 
then the members followed, from New Zealand, Austr ia , 
Norway, and Canada, meeting in Karachi on May 4th. 

Despite the length of time involved in organizing, 
we did hot gain permission t o climb unt i l a f t er we had 
reached Pakistan*. Through personal contact and the 
ass is tance of Doug Connor of Montreal, we received our 
permit shortly (through the back door so to speak). This 
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permission was for "Hachindar Kish", an undefined peak of 
approximately 23,000 ft. Being undefined it was specified 
that we could climb any peak south or south-west of 
Batura Peak, from either the Muchiohul or Shishpur Glacier 
valley. The choice was ours within, these limits as to 
which mountain the name was to refer. 

Another week in Karachi and we had cleared the various 
"red-tape departments", and headed by train across the 

desert to Rawalpindi, some 900 miles northeast. In 
Rawalpindi we were joined by our liason officer Capt. 
Akhtar Husain, of the Pakistani Army, who would accompany 
us on the expedition. We boarded a Pakistan International 
Airways Fokker Friendship Turboprop aircraft for the hazard
ous. High t over high passes, and beside the lone massif of 
Nanga.Parbat (26,660), its summit still ten thousand feet 
above us.;- to-the northeastern frontier town of Gilgit, some 
175 air miles...northeast. 

Gilgit. At last we were in the mountains and away 
from the sweltering cities. Here was cool air and friendly 
people, mountain folk who were interested in us, personally 
as. well as financially. A six day delay resulted while 
the Hunza road was re-glued to the mountainside. A storm 
had apparently dissolved the adhesives! Had we known the 
road conditions, we would 'nave sought travel insurance I I 
Even the jeep drivers paid holy men for safe-passage prayers. 

Hunza - the state for which the magical word Shangri-la 
is often used. Here there are approximately 35,000 people 
living under an autocratic monarchy, a framework within which 
they are content. In reality, things are not quite as rosy 
as they have been advertised; however, the area is peaceful, 
friendly, and picturesque in its own unique way. From the 
small village of Aliabad, the expedition organized itself 
and then explored the nearby Hasanabad Nullah, the main 
entrance valley to the southern Batura Mustagh. 

After nine days of reconnaissance we decided the 
Muschiohul, branch- offered the best opportunities. . The 
valley systems consisted of sheer-walled mountains, divided 
by numerous icefalls from tributary glaciers. The prize of 
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this valley was "Coke Peak", named by Lisle for its resem-
blance to that internationally bottled product. We later 
realized that this was our "Hachindar Kish". Estimation 
and rough calculations suggested that it may have an alti
tude of approximately 23,500 ft. Fifty low altitude porters 
(Laps) and four high altitude porters (Haps) started up 
slowly. They unanimously decided that slow travel offered 
more since they were paid by the day. On the second day, 
after a loud argument in various languages, they eventually 
made Base Campa All told it took 3J£ days. 

Further reconnaissance showed "Hachindar Kish" to be 
virtually unclimbable. To quote Fred, "The upper part of 
the mountain is almost a monolithic mass of di0rite, with 
nearly vertical sides and deeply serrated, heavily cprn^ 
iced ridges....". Since we did not feel prepared for such 
an attempt, we directed our attentions to another peak 
across the valley, directly above and east of Base Camp. 
This we called "Sangemarmur", the l]rdu words for "peak of 
marble", and estimated its height at a little under 
23 +000 ft. 

Our route on "Sangemarmur" involved back tracking 
a few miles down the valley, to a goat herders0 settle
ment called Gymalin. The procedure on our various relays 
was to have Hunza-styLe salted tea with goats milk, and 
phiti , a thick unleaven "bread" with the herders at the 
village, and then hike up to our camps. We established 
five camps up to 17,500 ft., abandoning I & III .along the 
way. The most imminent danger to Camp II at 13,500 ft., 
was its consumption by mountain cattle. Camp IV was on 
a ridge between thundering avalanche slopes (the route 
was cleaned several times). Camp V was on a hanging 
glacier shelf from which direct mountain attacks were 
made. It offered a fantastic panorama from "Hachindar 
Kish" through Rakaposhi, Minapin, and Haromosh to 
Malubiting and a myriad of peaks about 20,000 feet 
high. 

Above Camp V, John, Lisle, and Karl worked tirelessly 
on a route up the exposed west shoulder almost 7000 ft. 
directly above Base Camp. Their biggest problem was the 
lack of a-campsite, necessitating a daily return to Gamp Y 0 
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They eventually pushed this route to about 20,000 ft., 
after climbing mainly on blue ice and deep powder snow to 
meet verglas on the rock beyond. 

Fred and the two Dons, with assistance from Lisle, 
tried to find a more direct route up the south face of 
the mountain. This route was wracked by large avalanches? 
but careful timing and routeing made climbing quite safeQ 

Two more camps were established, the last at 19,500 ft. 
From here a summit push began. The hottest part of the day 
was passed in the protection of a towering ice wall, and 
during the early evening a push left us at 20,650 ft. where 
we bivouaced in a crevasse. The plan was to proceed with 
the late-rising moon, reach the summit and be back to the 
tent before the heat of the day brought the "2:10 Express" 
through. Instead, the sky clouded over and it began to 
snow, making the early start impossible and the 50 slopes 
much more treacherous. A descent was necessary before con
ditions became worse. Furthermore, the food supply was in
sufficient to enable a wait and a further attempt. 

Withdrawal was made to Base Camp, and the final ten 
days were spent in the closer vicinity. Short trips were 
made to points of interest, and John and Lisle took a last 
trip up the Shishpur valley doing geologic and survey work. 
Don Lyon and porter Johar Ali put a route up to MMomin 5s 
Col", from which a route up adjacent Batura (25,540) seemed 
quite feasible. Unfortunately, the terms of our official 
permit did not allow us to try it, as the summit was within 
50 miles of the Chinese border, an area forbidden to foreign 
ers. Fred and Brownie went to the Col next day, and then 
1000 ft. higher, to a minor peak of 19,000 ft. Brownie pro
ceeded to "find holes in the route" on coming down, therefor 
slowing their descent. The following day, however, they wer 
back at Base. 

By this time we had devoured all food in sight, includ
ing wild rhubarb and a dead duck found on the glacier, and 
there only remained the cattle at base camp who insisted 
on drinking our soapy laundry water. Consequently we were 
able to leave the mountain using only 19 porters instead 
of the 50 used previously. The return trip took 1J£ days, 
and on the 15th of July, we were back in Aliabad. We-
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eagerly accepted the Mir of Hunza's invitation to visit 
him and his family at the palace, where we spent 24 
enjoyable hours and slept in real beds for the first time 
in months. Rain, and once more the road became unstuck 
from the mountainside* During the delay, everyone except 
Fred and Akhtar who had to wait for the gear, walked down 
the road to Gilgit. They, in turn, returned with the 
jeeps after road repairs were finished. The high flight-
route socked in, and another delay ensued. 

At Rawalpindi, the Expedition disbanded. Momin went 
to his pre-arranged bride at Lahore. Fred hurried off to 
revitalize his office in Ottawa, and Hermann to his folks' 
place in Austria. Karl and Don Lyon returned to Canada 
via Europe shortly afterwards. Lisle cleared the equip
ment out of Pakistan and was last reported trying to 
spend or convert surplus rupees in Karachi. Brownie 
and John visited Dr. and Mrs. Dave Kennedy at Denra Dun, 
India. 

So ended the result of several years! preparation. 
Money and hard work had been involved; at least $2,500 
for each member, and thousands of hours of organization, 
with more yet to be done. Over 2000 official letters 
had been written. We expect that our experience will 
greatly reduce the organization load for future Himalayan 
Expeditions from Canada. Packing alone involved about 
900 hours, largely by V . O . C — bless their neglected 
studies I Was it worth it? CERTAINLY! A never-to-be-
forgotten trip to the "ultimate range" of mountains; to 
a seldom-visited valley, steeped in history; -&«d to a 
people still living much in the past. The next question 
of course is "when to return?" We personally do not know. 
There remains a feeling, however, of having established 
a good reputation for future Canadian expeditions. We 
have an invitation to return, from His Highness Mohammed 
Jamal Khan, the Mir of Hunza, although such an invitation 
does not give us permission to enter the country. He 
would like us to climb the untried 24,008 ft. peak 
immediately behind his palace. Perhaps since we have had 
our climb there, it is now someone else's turn. 
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FITZSIMMONS-SPEARHEAD REGION 

1964 V.O.C. FITZSIMMONS-HORSESHOE EXPEDITION 
May, 1964 Bert Port 

Early in spring the symptoms of Garibaldi Fever 
become apparent on Campus. When visions of untracked 
snow encroach on the Exam timetable the only known cure 
is to plan a ski-touring trip into the Park. Suffering 
from-this common malady, four of us, Karl Ricker, 
Alals-tair MacDonald, Chris Gardner, and Bert Port decided 
to take a deluxe cure which boasts the elimination of a 
daily trudge across Garibaldi Lake. We felt a circular 
tour of about ten days duration, which would provide a 
number of peaks to climb enroute, would be ideal. With 
the whole of Garibaldi Park to choose from we finally 
decided on the "Spearhead Range" and the Fitzsimmons 
Range which surround Fitzsimmons Creek because: (a) 
some information was available on the mountains on each 
end of the Horseshoe, Blackcomb Peak and London Mountain 
(Whistler); (b) the area further east was virtually 
untouched except for some B.C. M.C. exploration in the 
1920's and some V.O.C. activity in the early 1950's; (c) 
the existence of a route above 7000 feet assured us of 
ample snow with a minimum of laborious ascents and tree-
dodging; (d) the proposed V.O.C. Whistler Cabin makes 
more information nearby ski-touring areas desirable. 

Having dedided on our general objective and the 
amount of time required for safety we assembled our 
equipment and took the P.G.E. to Rainbow Station on Alta 
Lake where we arrived with heavy packs but light hearts 
on the second of May. 

Our first goal was the summit of Blackcomb Peak 
(7995'), the most westerly of the "Spearhead Range", 
where we hoped to view our route first-hand. A half 
mile north of the station we turned eastward over a 
bridge and had started along a logging road, when a 
friendly truck driver offered to take us across the 
highway and up the Fitzsimmons valley as far as snow 
would permit. He didn't have to offer twicel 
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After skinning up the valley road for a few miles, 
we felt we were being forced too far south so turning 
north-east we headed for the tall timber. Camp was 
made that night in the trees at 5500 feet "7 hours from 
Rainbow" where we enjoyed what was to be our last wood 
fire of this trip. Therefore the name Bonfire Camp was 
given to it. 

The following morning we found that we had completely 
missed the basin which contains "Blackcomb Glacier" and 
had hit the next one south containing "Rainbow Glacier". 
Nevertheless, we were out of the trees, on the ridge, 
and heading eastward. Just before the summit of Black
comb Peak we crossed to the north side of the ridge, 
descended 300 feet to the head of "Blackcomb Glacier", 
then climbed up to the col between Blackcomb Peak and 
"The Spearhead" (8000 s). Climbing both summits, we 
returned to the col by 5 p.m. We made a quick descent 
toward "Decker Mt." (7900°), then an upward traverse 
under its north face until we reached a flat-topped 
knoll over-looking "Trorey Glacier". From this knoll 
we descended an easy couloir onto the glacier and in the 
middle of it set up Cannonball Camp (9!4 hours from 
Bonfire Camp). Cannonball Camp was so named for the 
snowballs that rolled through camp while we slept that 
night. The following day, bad weather forced us to rest 
but gave us the opportunity to make equipment repairs. 

After our rest day, clearing skies sent us scurrying 
from camp to the Trorey-Pattison col where the party 
divided, in this way doing both peaks. The only record 
found was on Pattison, for 1949. A fine run brought, us 
back to "Trorey Glacier" and after a quick lunch we 
broke camp. At this time a definite notch in the north 
ridge of Pattison was abandoned as a route to "Tremor 
Glacier", but later in the day we saw it would have 
'gone' and perhaps provided a better route than ours 
over the south ridge. We climbed to the Trorey-Pattison 
col for the second time that day and crossed the above 
mentioned south ridge at about 8000'„ Heading directly 
for the face of Mt. Tremor and then swinging northward 
we reached a point below the 8500 feet high north col. 
Climbing up to it, we dropped our gear and continued to 
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the summit (8840°) on crampons. After returning to the col 
we pushed on a little further and backed out two tent plat
forms at 8400 feet, probably one of the highest camps in the 
Parko Wit* a rare^ flair for originality we called jt Plat
form Camp and decided it was five hours from Cannonball Gamp. 
Dinner over, Karl and Alaistair strolled up "Shudder Peak" 
(8754") and were treated to fine views of Wedge and the 
southern portion of our horseshoe. 

We were now approaching the head of the valley and 
found many very large wind cirques around the rocks, but 
they made for easy travelling southward. Long runs across 
the-"Ripsaw and Naden Glaciers" brought us to "Couloir Ridge", 
which, with "Mt. Macbeth"and Naden Pass, forms the common 
limit of the "Spearhead" and "Fitzsimmins Ranges". Attempts 
to descend the south west side of this ridge failed and we 
were forced to return to our original position between the 
camera stations and crampon down to the,"lago Glacier" at 
the head of the valley. 

At this point the 1928 map ( the only large scale one 
available)is in error. The south side of "Mt. lago" is 
shown as quite precipitous when in fact what appears to be 
twcskiable slopes from its summit area lead to Ahe upper part 
of the I'Qiavolo Glacier"0 Further, the circuit could be 
frhar&enecUby one-or two days by following a route from 
"Naden Glacier" crossing just west of the camera station 
8i59\ skirting the top of "Macbeth Glacier", onto and along 
the ridge to descend on one of the above mentioned slopes to 
the glacier. This was unknown to us at the time, therefore 
we descended to 5300 feet, crossed below the "Diavolo Icefall" 
and ascended steeply to 6900 feet where we set up camp on 
"Detour Ridge^, W2 hours from Platform Gampa 

Next morning, the best so far, blue skies, mist filled 
valleys and excellent views of both the west ridge of Mt 0 

Sir Richard and Cheakamus Mt. put us in high spirits as we 
descended the end of the ridge onto "Diavolo Glacier". After 
crossing to the Fitzsimmons- "Mt. Benvolio" col we again 
divided to do both peaks. Finding the upper part of the west 
ridge of Fitzsimmons encrusted in poor snow we descended into 
a couloir which led directly to the summit cairn, where we 
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found ourselves at I p.m. This was probably a third ascent, 
the others being a B.C.M.C. ascent in 1924 and a V.O.C. 
ascent in 1950. Both our attempts were successful, and the 
party reunited at the top of the Fitzsimmons Glacier from 
where we saw the extremely narrow snow ridge leading to 
Diavolo and Angelo Peaks. We continued across the plateau 
and ascended the gentle south slope of Overlord (6589°) 
from where we looked directly down onto the "Overlord Glacier". 
From here the obvious route seemed to be over "Refuse Binnacle"0 

Indeed, we learned later that this was the route used by summer 
parties but heavy cornices and unstable<4&e«»£eatlHt3Eft--attU-!r$j&'•• 
too dangerous for us. Retracing our steps we. eojitouxed-norta 
and west around Overlord. This route, is max&ad by two-very 
obvious pinnacles which form a definite entrance to the north 
face. Crossing it we descended the north west shoulder to 
7700 feet, where we were able to descend through the rock: onto 
the "Overlord Glacier". A long easy ski run brought us to what 
we called Panorama Camp, 10 hours from Detour Camp. 

Heavy clouds/kept us there until the following noon but 
we decided to make a run for it when they began to break up. 
The party split for a third time, half make a ski ascent of 
Whirlwind Peak (7972 s), the other haif climbed the very rotten 
south ridge of "Fissile P«a°fc" (80Q8-).to the summit. Return
ing to the col in a virtual white-out Tve began an easy run down 
"Russet Cr." to "Russet-^ake". ;B^y this timewe were 1 below the 
clouds so continued beyond Singing Pass onto the flanks of 
London Mt, "Whistler". 

With the most interesting part of the, trip now behind 
us, we were to pay for our good weather. For a day and a 
half cloud made it unwise to move from our camp in a thicket, 
6 hours from Panorama Camp. Warmer weather dumped wet snow 
on us. It was quite apparent throughout thisp trip that good 
weather was attended by the North-East Wind,, while all the 
cornices and our poor weather indicated that the South-West 
Wind means trouble. 

It was now neccessary for us to leave if we were to 
return on schedule. Setting off at noon we made our way 
up "Whistler". Luckily the cloud parted long, enough for 
us to get a bearing on the P.G.E. micro-wave tower from the 
summit. The run down was not alPpleasant in the heavy, 
bottomless snow but our anxiety disappeared when we arrived 
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at Jordan8s Lodge a few minutes before the 7:20 train. 

Upon reflection, it seems the expected high area is 
indeed a fact. Although most of the peaks show no more 
than a few hundred feet of their summits above our route, 
this means they can be quickly climbed as a 'bonus'. Be
cause they seem small from our viewpoint and are mostly 
snow covered they require no high degree of skill. Leaving 
thecL unciimbed will not save a great deal of time. 

Undoubtedly the new ski lift on Whistler will make 
gaining, the initial altitude much more enjoyable. If 
some sort of shelter could be made available in the 
Singing Pass-Russet Lake area it would vastly increase the 
range of light weight, high speed week end trips on* the 
southern side of the Horseshoe. 

However, trips around the complete circuit should not 
be undertaken lightly. Our total travelling and climbing 
time was about fifty-two hours, but the necessary number 
of days rapidly increases if camps are to be set up: and 
struck in daylight. Our total time was nine days. In May-
night-time temperatures are still low enough to freeze ^obts 
left outside the sleeping bag. Spring storms can be vielous, 
time consuming and offer opportunities to become lost. 

All in all, this is a fine touring area, close to 
Vancouver, easily accessible and with reasonable weather 
provides a thoroughly delightful holiday. It deserves 
more attention than it has had in the past. 

NOTE: The place names found in quotation marks in this 
article and on the included sketch will not be found on any 
Government map. They were selected in conference with 
Neal Carter, a pioneer climber in the area, for their 
historical interest, common usage, or just plain convenience 
in facilitating discussion of the area. A submission has 
been made to the Canadian Permanent Committee on Geographical 
Names and although these things take time, it is hoped that 
some day we will have a new map,complete with familiar names. 
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COAST MOUNTAINS 

INTRODUCTION TO CLIMBS IN THE REMOTE PORTIONS OF THE COAST 
MOUNTAINS 

By the Journal Editorial Committee 

While summer climbing turned to an unusually quiet ebb 
in the interior ranges of British Columbia, the geology-
swayed members of the V.O.C, put on a devastating show in 
the Coast Mountains after a two year quiescent period. Of 
course, most of this spectacular climbing fell under the 
guise of mineral exploration. Fortunately, party chiefs were 
swayed so that time was juggled to permit the onslaught on the 
rapidly disappearing unclimbed 10,000 footers, Dick Culbert 
was his own boss and made a successful ascent of the last 
unclimbed ll.OOO'er in the Waddington area0 D*e& Woodswdrth 
relates on three 10,000vers ii. the Taseko Lake^ area to the 
east. Not to be out done, Hamish Mutch writes on the fourth 
ascent of awesome Mt. Monarch in the Tweedsmuir Park area as 
well as first ascents on other peaks to the south around 
Chilko and Taseko Lakes, Bruce McKnight hustles in "iHh a 
few first ascent gaps in the Waddington area, and has ocme 
home with field work credit to his Bachelor*s Thesis. 

Last but not least, even European-playboy, Hank Rei-d, 
bagged a 10,000 foot first ascent. However, Hank is either 
so modest, or so ashamed or so lasy he left it to the editors 
to report on his unnamed, on the job, romp. Ten miles east 
of the north Taseko Lake, in the upper reaches of Beece 
Creek, a "10,000 + 10 foot pile of junk" was ascended, accord
ing to Hank. From the creek valley floor at approximately 
6000 feet, an easy talus slope was ascended to 8,000 feet 
on the creek^s bank just north of a tributary draining a 
glacier and tarn. An easier scramble along the peaks 
northwest ridge gave Hank and partner, David Johnson, a 
glory hour - so ashamed at the technical difficulties in
volved, the boys neglected the naming of their peak. The 
location of the peak (9500 5+) is south east of Anvil Moun
tain, two miles northwest of Mt. Vic, four miles west of 
Nadela Lakes and the tributary creek aforementioned is due 
east of Taseko Mtn. 
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As the summer was filled with such - «)tpliul£»j^-t<bese 
club members, only the highlights are presented in this 
j ournal. 

THE FIRST ASCENT OF SERRA FIVE (11,800 Ft 0) 
June, 1964 Dick Culbert 
June 15th 

So this is the Waddington Range; and the second of our 
four climbing expeditions for 1964 is under way. Clouds 
hide most of the spectacular Serra Group and its neighbors, 
as fellow B.C. Mountaineering Club member Roy Mason guides 
his plucky little NZU supercub up the Scimitar Glacier for 
a sid landing at the Chaos junction* Twice Roy makes the 
trip from Chilanko Lodge, first bringing Glenn Woodsworth 
and t^en returning for the team"s other member, Dick Culbert 
The transition from the hospitality of Chilanko Lodge is 
sudden, and then with a roar the supercub is gone, leaving 
us feeling more alone than if we had hiked into isolation 
gradually. 

Making a preliminary cache near the landing site, we 
pack a week"s supplies down the Scimitar Glacier, skirting 
the first icefall on Radiant Glacier that afternoon to camp 
beyond at 6600 ft. 

Now at last we get a good look at the grand tower of 
Serra Five, and its companions. All are well plastered 
with snow. Some descriptions of the icewalls leading direct 
ly to our objective have been advanced by previous observers 
and lead to the feeling that a backpack trip over Mts. 
Tiedemann and Asperity is the only feasible approach. Face 
to face, however, a direct attack on the headwall of the 
Radiant does not look as hopeless, and happily we choose 
this alternative, 

June 16th 
We leave camp early and carry down-jackets as bivouae 

gear. First there is a 3000 ft. icefall, and this is knee 
deep slusho For those who have never pushed an icefall in 
such conditions it must suffice to say that the resulting 
inability to jump crevasses, find bridges by probing, or 
go up steep pitches adds a major strain above and beyond 
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the efforts of ploughing, and floundering. The deep snow here 
is to save our^necks later, but on the ascent it is a major 
setback. 

Above the icefall, conditions improve, but we have 
already lost much time and strength. Finally we reach 
the great wall of ice which guards the Serra Five-Asperity 
col. This we short-circuit on the right, with Glenn Wordsworth 
cutting steps up steep, clear, laminated ice in a gully. It 
has taken us eleven hours to gain the col. To the north we 
have been watching the ranges unfold. Many of these [are un
touched , and it is to these that the bulk of the six weeks of 
this second expedition is to be applied. A storm has'been 
moving in, however, and we are beginning to feel the effects 
of a sudden change in altitude. Gathering clouds hide most 
of the view to the south, but we do get a glimpse of a. tent far 
below on the Tiedemann Glacier before the weather closes in. 
This is proof that Roy has managed to land our-companion 
party for an assault on the NW ridge of Waddington. 

We scrambled up the north ridge and hit the final rock 
tower at about the same time as the blizzard". tf§4 we been 
an hour later, the first two leads of grade four-roek on 
the north east face might have been a different story. Above 
this, the tower is so plastered and reedfeem-past storms 
that it doesn't matter anyway. Light slides of new snow 
hiss around us in the mists as Dick leads on up the face, 
using crampons to bite through snow into the verglass beneath. 
Let us just say it was "hairy" - perhaps more dangerous than 
difficult. 

Finally at 8 p.m. the summit. A storm is now truly under 
way and a very rapid cairn ceremony reflects how anxious we 
are to get off the tower. It has been 33 hrs, since landing 
on the Scimitar and 10 years since the last of the other 
virgin Serra Peaks was climbed. (One party did bivouac in 
the Serra Four - Five gap during an attempt some years back). 

As always when time is of importance,the rappel rope 
tangles hopelessly, and we lose a precious half hour. 
Finally we start down, sliding through cloud and darkness, 
scraping off fresh snow and ice to look for piton cracks. 
At 10:30 a rope jams, but finally pulls free. At midnight 
we bivouac in the col and all that night it snows. The 
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outlook for tomorrow is not wanning. First there will be 
the problem of fresh snow avalanches on the headwall, then 
the task of finding a route down 3000 ft. of icefall in a 
whiteout, and- f iaalXy^we^jnust locate a small tent on a large 
glacier in the fog. 

June 17th ' 
Comes the dawn and we must look like a couple of frost 

heaves on the ridge. It is still snowing, and does notjstpp 
through the day. First comes the ice gully. Here we are 
hit by three consecutive avalanches, but they are the powder 
snow kind - all fury and no punch. A piton placed for protect 
ion in a rock protruding from the ice is later removed with 
fingers - always good for the nerves. Then, over the first 
Jbergschrund en rappel and on down through the whiteout, throw-
ing a snowball ahead at each few steps to mark the lay of the 
land. Next there is the^ i&@Ja41^ ani-he^ we- get a big break, 
for even after 20 hours of snow our deep ascent tracks are 
still visible. Glenn goes into a crevasse, but manages to 
pull himself out. Finally we are on tire main glacier, the 
thunder of slides behind us. The clouds lift enough to show 
our tent which we left 33 hrs. ago. A fast supper; we mix 
an instant pudding for dessert, but fall asleep before tasting 
it. 

All that afternoon and the next night the snow continues. 
Somewhere behind the clouds a great chunk of ice breaks from 
the lip guarding the Asperity Col, erasing our route for 
2500 feet down the headwall of the Radiant Glacier. 

As weather in the succeeding weeks was to prove, we 
were fortunate to have attacked Serra Five when we did. 
Weather in the next couple, of weeks was spotty, followed by 
three weeks of total storm which almost blocked serious 
climbing for the second half of the expedition. 

For this early opportunity, for welcome airdrops in the 
Remote and Pantheon Ranges, and indeed for the existence of 
the expedition itself, we are deeply indebted to Roy Mason. 

Discounting a few gendarmes and minor sub-peaks (eg. 
North Pk. of Mt. Combatant), Serra Five was likely the high
est unclirabed peak in Provincial Canada. 
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FIRST ASCENT OF "DESPERATION" PEAK 
August, 1964 Glenn Woodsworth 

The mountains at the southwest end of Taseko Lake in 
the eastern sector of the Coast Mountains presented, at the 
beginning of the summer, the last major group of unclimbed 
10,000 ft, peaks in the Coast Mountains. It was in this 
region, at the head of Falls River, that th© B.C. Mountain
eering Club held its 1964 camp. Of the twenty-one first 
ascents during the two weeks in the camp, one of the more 
noteworthy was "Desperation Peak" - the highest of the 
so-called "Marmot" Towers. 

On July 30th, Barry Hagen, Dick Culbert, Lloyd Williams 
and I left the main camp and packed west up the "Falls" Glacier 
to the first major col, west of eamp and east of the imposing 
"Beast" (first ascended the previous day) and then dropped 
down the large Y-shaped glacier beyond. It was-1:00 p.m. 
and "Desperation" looked more than just challenging. We 
cached the pack boards and headed west across the Y-shaped 
glacier to the peak. A rush job it.would have to be, for our 
between-storm break was rapidly ending. 

A snow slog took us to the col between "Desperation" 
and its 10,000 ft. northerly neighbour, "Deviation" Peak. 
The latter was quickly bagged via a hidden scree gully to 
the southwest. After building a quick cairn we descended 
to the col, then roared up the north ridge towards "Desperation" 
at 10,000 ft. The first grade four pitch slowed the pace 
and soon after the "gendarmed" ridge forced us onto the ex
posed east face. At 7:00 p.m. we were only a few hundred 
feet from the top. The route was steep and the time was 
short. After continual grade four rock the summit was 
attained at 8:00 p.m.-just in time to meet the first snow 
flakes. 

The first 120 foot rappel was slow, but things went 
more smoothly as we got into the swing of things. At 11:00 p.m. 
we- began to crawl down the ridge with the aid of flashlights. 
By the time the col was reached six inches of snow had fallen. 

Our tracks were disappearing fast as we groped down 
the glacier and back to our packs. The less said about 
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putting up camp at 1:00 a.m. in a blizzard, the better. 

Awakening at noon to the same weather we rolled over 
and went back to sleep„ Next day the weather was good; so 
we wandered up the south slopes of Mt. Ronfier for another 
10,000 foot first ascent. After breaking camp we sauntered 
Ĵ ack to tlje main base. We were pleased with our ascents 
and tfee weather had made it a very successful three days, 
tye'tfejce not so-fortunate the rest of the summer. 

CLIMBS IN THE WADDINGTON AREA 
July, 1964 Bruce McKnight 

After a month of relatively boring work, I was fortunate 
enough to spend a month of mapping and prospecting in the 
Ht>0 Waddington area with Hamish Mutch and Arnie Shives. One 
month and ten first ascents later we could conceivably have 
changed the name of our company from Kennco Explorations to 
Kennco Recreations. 

From our camp high above the Confederation-Franklin 
Glacier's junction we were within reach of several good peaks. 
On two separate days we made first ascents of the twin spires 
of "Steppenwolf" — the split personality peak. We descended 
from our camp and crossed the "Breccia" Glacier and climbed 
up the easy glacier which comes down the.S.E. side of the 
"Steppenwolf". 

The "Steppenwolf" peaks are the last two peaks at the 
northeast end ®f a gagged rock ridge; we decided to climb 
them from the northeast side. 

From the snow, we climbed up some rock on to the north
east ridge and then proceeded for 100B up the ridge toward 
the lower, but more difficult "Steppenwolf" peak. The 
climbing became difficultr so we traversed completely around 
the northwest side of the lower peak and into the ice gully 
into the notch and enjoyed an easy scramble up the ridge 
directly to the higher, easier peak. (Ascent four hours from 
camp.) 

Several days later we returned in a blizzard to climb 
the lower peake We used the same route until we reached 
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the spot where we had traversed before. 

From this spot we continued up some slabs and into an 
"openbook" for 50* and then a short grade five pitch onto 
the ridge. The ridge, which was a maximum of two feet wide 
and narrowed to two inches in places, was overhanging at 
this point so we traversed out on the southwest face and 
ascended straight up to the ridge again with the use of two 
more protective pitons. The final 30' of ridge required 
"shinny" technique — similar to climbing branchless trees— 
before, finally, each of us took our turn to stand on the 
summit. (Ascent from camp in four hours.) 

We rappelled off the peak and continued on to climb the 
overhanging "Cormorant Crag" which is located about 200 yds. 
east of Mt. Myrtle. We climbed the 8400' crag from the east 
side up a sloping ledge in two hours. For us, this was the 
only feasible route. 

At the end of July we moved our camp down to the end 
of Hoodoo Glacier where "The Lancers", Mt. Finality and "The 
Barracudas" were all within striking range. 

On one day we climbed up the north ridge of "The Lancers" 
and traversed most of the peaks, including the three major 
ones plus assorted minor ones in about four hours. 

The following day we climbed up the Hoodoo Glacier to 
its big bend. At this point we ascended straight up the ice-
falls in the glacier flowing south off Mt. Finality. This 
involved a bit of route-finding and step-chopping before we 
gained the relatively smooth upper glacier. From here we 
strolled across and climbed the east peak of Mt. Finality 
via the east ridge, and then climbed the west peak via a 
steep snow gully which goes up 200* west of the peak. Both 
peaks were first ascents at 9300' and 9200*. and required a 
seven hour ascent from camp. We finished the day off with 
a frantic gallop back to camp to be there in time to report 
to the boss via radio on our day's geology(?). 

Our last climb in this area was on the "Barracudas". 
From our camp we proceeded straight up the Hoodoo Glacier 
to a point just below the peak at the east end of the ridge. 
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There are several steep snow gullys going up to the ridge„ 
and we raanoeuvered back and forth between gullys and arrived 
on the ridge 200 yards west of the peak* The final climb 
was a very pleasant grade four scramble up to the summit 
(5 hours from camp) where we were greeted by our usual, but 
still beautiful, summit view of Mts. Waddington, Tiedemann, 
Munday, Geddes, Bell and others. 

This ended a very enjoyable month for me, and marked 
the completion of the field work for my Bachelor's thesis. 

MONARCH MTN. AND NEW ASCENTS IN THE CHILKO AND TASEKO AREA-
June, August 1964 Hamish Mutch 

Last summer Arnie Shives and I were slowly moving west 
through the Coast Mountains allegedly in the interest of 
geological exploration. Twenty-five miles east of Taseko 
Lakes Mt. Relay (8,866') lured us up a new route on its north 
side. After crossing Taseko Lake to Rainbow Creek an un
ci imbed peak to the south was duly ascended by the south ridge 
and named "Spectrum". Next, further west in the Chilko Lake a 
the south ridge of the south peak of Mt. Tatlow and the east 
face of the north peak of Dermouth (ea. 9500 g), both first 
ascents, were climbed in typical coastal whiteout and bliz
zards—a familiar trademark of the summer which never existed. 
After a few days at the Tatlayoko base camp we joined forces 
with Bruce McKnight before continuing our exacting search 
for copper and sunshine in the Waddington area, where rather 
surprisingly we found a little of each. 

After our agreeable Waddington interlude, described in 
a separate article by Bruce, Arnie and I were moved north 
via Frontier Creek to the Monarch Ice Cap. Although smaller, 
this area is every bit as impressive as the much-trumpeted 
Waddington region. We attempted to climb a couple of unnamed 
peaks to the west and south of the Talchako Glacier, but ran 
out of time on both due to the unfortunate necessity of hav
ing to do some work. However, we were lucky enough to make 
the fourth ascent of Mt. Monarch itself; at 11,590 feet 
it is one of the highest peaks in the Coast Mountains of B.C. 

We were camped at only 3800 feet on the lowest of the 
Success Lakes with the summit towering some 7800 feet above. 
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This necessitated an early start and the expenditure of a 
considerable amount of energy. At dawn we moved slowly up 
the side of the great 2000 foot high Anarchist icefall. 
east across its two glaciers to the Throne (10,000*), 
and up to the col between it and Monarch Mtn. From the 
9500 foot col the sharp east ridge was ascended for about 
twelve rope lengths of interesting snow and rock before 
merging into the final 2000 feet of steep snow and ice that 
constitute a formidable hanging glacier. This glacier leads 
directly to summit and we had about five minutes to study 
the route ahead before the customary whiteout and blizzard 
were upon us. Grave doubts were now cast on our chances of 
success. We climbed slowly up the ridge and crossed the 
'schrund on good snow. Unpleasant icy conditions were en
countered for the next 300 feet and we felt most insecure 
with only an 80 T rope and no ice pitons. Snow in the final 
steep gully was stable and at 4:30 p.m. we were relieved at 
reaching the summit. The descent proved to be easier than 
anticipated and we reached camp eighteen hours after starting 
out. 

The remainder of the summer held less in store, Bruce 
joined us again for a week near Mt. Good Hope just west of 
Chilko Lake; we succeeded in making a pleasant new route on 
the north ridge of Mt. Kese. For once the blizzard stopped 
just before we reached the peak and the sunshine and retreat
ing clouds combined to present us with our first view of that 
rare and beautiful phenomenon — the Spectre of the Brochen. 
This almost compensated for the ensuing bad weather (and work) 
which prevented us from trying the most impressive peaks of 
the area, Mt. Good Hope and Mt. Merriam. 

ARTICLES OF INTEREST 

CONSERVATION COMMITTEE — ITS AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
Dan Phelps 

The V.O.C. Conservation Committee was created by execu
tive appointment in the spring of 1963 soon after the proposal 
by the B.C. government of a provincial parks policy favoring 
mining, logging and private development within B.C. parks. 
In studying the "parks problem" we found that in general, 
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Canadian parks do not presently receive the protection and 
management necessary to maintain the natural features within 
them. Their very existence is often precarious. For example 
every park in B X . was created by ©rder-in-council. Parks 
in B.C. can and have disappeared by this same simple process. 
It only requires a signature. 

What should parks be and what should parks do? The 
question has been very well answered by Or. Ian McTapgart-
Cowan in a recent address to the Canadian Audubon Society^ 
"I think one could express a consensus view of the national 
parks concept in Canada as follows: To provide fortfee 
preservation for all time of areas in Canada regarded as 
national treasures by virtue of their scenery, their natural 
and historic interest and for the wildlife they contain; 
these areas to be for the perpetual enjoyment, education and 
spiritual enrichment of Canadians and of their guests." We 
should expect the same concepts to guide the administration o 
our parks in provincial hands here in B.C., for they tqo are 
priceless cultural treasures. 

Members of. the Varsity Outdoor Club might well ask, why 
theelub should concern itself with parks and conservation. 
The answer is contained with the club name. We should be 
concerned because we are an OUTDOOR club. Each of us through 
out our whole lives will often turn to the outdoors for re
creation and, perhaps unconsciously, to refresh our souls. 
In order that we may always obtain the highest quality of 
outdoor experience, we must do something to protect it now. 

When the committee first became active it realized that 
before anyone pan act or speak out intelligently and respon
sibly, one must be aware and informed about concepts and 
issues. Gathering conservation information is a starting 
point. Sources of information and ideas have included 
written material, conversation with informed people, and 
correspondence with the B X . government. We are particularly 
concerned with B.C. parks' policy in general, and wi^h policy 
relating to Garibaldi Park in particular, A second step is 
presenting conservation information to V.O.C. and U.B.C. 
through speakers, slide shows, exhibits, newspaper articles, 
etc. Through these activities the committee also becomes 
better informed. We are presently involved in:the creation 
Of a federation which will include mountaiji clubs., fish and. 
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game clubs, naturalist groups, etc. The federation will help 
further and provide a broader base for conservation efforts 
iti-B.C. Another function of the committee is the planning 
and eft-ordination of trips to threatened park areas and areas 
of park interest and potential. The possibilities for 
combining mountaineering and conservation objectives are 
Limitless. One final committee activity involves offering 
constructive criticism to the B.C. government. We can," in 
effect, help them make the right decision. Such efforts on 
the part of a large number of groups and individuals were 
successful in preventing a ski development in the Black 
Tusk Meadows. Our relationship with the government was a 
main area of discussion in a committee letter sent to Mr. 
jfjoderlck Haig-Brown this spring0 In his reply he said: 
**Jn the last analysis, there is no pressure that the govern
ment respects more that that that of individual letters, tele
grams, telephone calls, etc. from large numbers of the public. 
Undoubtedly the committee's program of education will prove 
tp $>e tjie most important of its activities. 

TRIPS BY THE-CONSERVATION-COMMITTEE 

FORBIDDEN PLATEAU 
July 18-20, 1964 Dan Phelps 

Forbidden Plateau on Vancouver Island is a subalpine 
area located about 18 airline miles west of Courtenay. The 
average elevation of the plateau is about 4000 ft. and it 
measures 4 to 5 miles wide by about 7 miles long. The 
plateau is not within the present boundary of Strathcona 
Provincial Park but does have the protection of a park game 
preserve attached to the eastern boundary of the park. The 
name "Forbidden" is related to an Indian legend. 

A group of VOCers interested in seeing some new country 
and curious about the "forbidden" aspect visited the area 
this summer. We had heard, and quite correctly that the 
area is very beautiful. We were also concerned about what 
park protection the plateau was getting. No additional 
information can be added at this time. 

On Friday we caught the 7 p.m. ferry to Nanaimo and 
spent the night in Courtenay. Saturday we left Forbidden 
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Plateau Lodge at 10 a.m. It was overcast and raining. The 
trail through the meadows was somewhat obscure. We camped 
on a bluff over-looking Panther and Johnson Lakes. On 
Sunday we left camp at 8 a.m. to try Mt. Albert Edward 
(6868 ft.). We went via Murray Meadows and Kwai Lake, 
stopped for lunch between McPhee Lake and Circlet Lake 
branch trails where we had a good view of the clear-cut 
logging areas in Cruickshank canyon. Lack of time prevented 
complete ascent. We tried our hand at fishing in Circlet 
Lake but had no luck due to handline technique. We return
ed via Mariwood Lake and the ridge above Lake Beautiful. On 
Monday we hiked out to the Lodge in 6 hours. 

MANNING PARK - LIGHTNING LAKES 
August 1 and 2, 1964 Oan Phelps 

The Party: M. Gardiner, T. Knittel, J. Phelps, 
D. Phelps (leader), H. Urhahn, J. Whittaker. 

Five of the party drove to the park Friday night and 
camped in the dirt beside the road at the Cambie Campsite. 
Tony roared in from Vancouver early Saturday morning. The 
group drove to the end of the road to what will soon be a 
man-made lake. (In trade for a meadow the public will get 
a lake for boating and access via a man-made channel to 
Lightning Lake). Our route led south along the east side 
of Lightning Lake, west across the creek, and on toward 
Thunder Lake, On the way we had a bit of rain followed by 
steady sun, saw a doe brousing, birds singing and wild 
flowers. Half the afternoon was spent fossil-hunting in 
the shale talus above the lake. Four of the party decided 
to climb the talus and return via the Skyline Trail. The 
second group saw and heard several beaver in Strike and 
Flash Lakes. Sunday remained a day of rest: everyone 
visited the Nature House - the displays and format were 
excellent. We then did some more fossil-hunting and half 
the party hiked to Blackwall Peak. 
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TRAVEL 

CHILE IN THE SUMMER 
July - September, 1964 Nina Locke 

In July I migrated on a Canada Goose, CPA 401, to 
Santiago, ChileD From summer to winter in 19 hours 1 
Santiago, population two and a half million, is the capital 

Chile and is 40 miles west of the Andes, at about the 
same latitude south as San Francisco is north. 

Farallones, elevation 7,200 ft. is an hour and a half 
drive from downtown Santiago. Be prepared for a jolting 
jeep journey up the mountainside at the rate of one switch
back per minute. Through the clouds of dust, past low shrubs 
and cacti, we saw our destination ahead - the Andes I 

Arriving in Farellones one has the choice of several 
separate skiing areas. There is a half mile, poma lift at 
Îa Parva, with a mile long chair lift nearby. There is a 
chair lift at La Colarado, a poma lift at La Guillanes,. and 
a rope tow and chair lift at Farellones. Here I spent an 
enjoyable two days in brillant sunshine, blue skies, incom
parable Chilean hospitality, and the best powder snow I've 
ever skied. 

Portillo is 120 miles north-east of Santiago,, One travel; 
from Santiago to Los Andes by car and from there to Portillo 
by train in six hours. Portillo, site of the 1966 F.I.S. 
World Championships, is situated at the base of Mt. Aconcagua, 
22,800 feet the highest mountain in the western hemisphere,, 
Portillo is 9,000 feet high in the Andes on Laguna de las Inca; 
(Lake of the Incas). The terrain provides very good downhill 
and giant slalom runs plus a wide choice of slalom runs. In 
1963, the world speed record was set here - approximately 
107 miles per hour0 Four different ski runs accommodate the 
beginner and the expert. There are three chair lifts, a 
poma lift, and a tow baru Weather and snow conditions were 
near-perfect, the only disadvantage being that this season's 
snowfall was the smallest in yearsa I left a lot of Kofix 
on the slopes every day 1 Portillo is typical of high altitude 
terrain,. There is no vegetation at all; just rock and snow. 
From the edge pf the lake, the mountains rise sharply up-
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ward; to heights of fifteen to sixteen thousand feet. At the 
top of the plateau run, 800 vertical feet above the lake, one 
can see for miles. There is a railway line which follows one 
valley in an easterly direction. It climbs upward to the 
Continental Divide which is watched over by the Ghrist of 
the Andes. This statue is situated in the Chile-Argentine 
border. The eight mile run from the statue to Portillo 
was closed this season due to lack of snow. 

The Chilean ski championships were held in Portillo 
during my stay, attracting several well-known racers: 
Cristl Haas, Egon Zimmerman, Pepi Stiegler, Jean-Claude 
Killy and others. There is only one hotel in Portillo 
with accommodations for 500 people. It boasts the latest 
conveniences, including a heated swimming pool and an ice 
rink. The ski school is headed by Othmar Schneider, one of 
the "fathers'1 of the Austrian "wedeln" ski technique. 

Antuco, 350 miles south of Santiago and 80 miles east 
of Los Angeles, if a volcanic region which has been develop
ed for skiing, Antuco, at 6,500 feet elevation* is a per
fectly smooth mountain cone. The-drive into this laVa-
fiow area showed some fascinating scenery. Huge waterfalls 
tumbled down from 200 foot high cliffs: intricately shiaped 
black snow-covered rocks framed distant pj£aks. 

Our next sojourn brought us into the Laj.a Lake ski area 
after an easy four mile hike. The weather Was perfect. Here 
we encountered no snow problems. Due to the lack of touring 
harness and time, I had to forego the 2000 foot,slog to the 
summit but instead enjoyed a few runs on the lower slopes. 
It was here that we learned to dodge lava mounds and found 
it great sport. The, lakes, surrqunded by low hills, are 
typical of most lakes in the southern Andes. 

JAWOHL, EUROPE I 
Winter 63/64 Randy Harrison 

It all started in September of °62 with a casual, "Hey, 
do you want to go to Europe next year?" Fourteen months 
later Henry. Reid, Ken MacKenzie, agod I found ourselves 
in-the midst of the Christmas rush;, shopping, for skis in 
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West Berlin. Almost two months of travel had begun to dull 
tlie attractions of sightseeing and our thoughts were turn
ing more and more towards the snow covered areas of 
Scandinavia„ 

With three pairs of skiis on top of our Volkswagen, 
we left Oslo and headed north to the little town, -of Gjobiter 
Here we had our first and only taste of Scandinavia's number 
4ne sfci sport touring. There are literally hundreds of 
weil-marked touring.trails in Norway, routes that take one 
past farms and houses, through gently rolling hill country, 
open fields, and little woods. The three of us set off on 
one of these trails, happy at being out on our skiis again 
but feeling just a little clumsy whenever one of the locals 
effortlessly skimmed past on light touring skiis. 

A hop to the north-west took us to Lillehammer for a 
try at some downhill skiing and a chance meeting with two, 
American students, Chuck and Dave. The five of us decided 
to go "up" to more mountainous regions, and spend three 
days of skiing three hundred miles south of the Arctic 
Circle. After experiencing screaming blizzards, waist-
deep snow, and -25 degree temperatures, we decided to 
call it quits. Watching the sun set for the last time 
at two o'clock in the afternoon, we hurried southward. 

Mid-January saw us laboriously switchbacking up and 
over the famous Arlberg Pass in western Austria, to emerge 
suddenly out of the grey clouds of the past few weeks into 
a world of blinding whiteness, where endless snowy peaks 
rose towards a sky of azure-blue. It literally took our 
breath away. We bailed out of the carwith cameras in tow. 
wondering what to take a picture of first. 

A short distance down the highway a sign indicated the 
turn-off for our intended destination, the tiny ski resorts 
of Lech and Zurs. Skiers outnumbered cars thirty to one 
on Lech ss main street, and we were so busy watching out for 
stretch pants -er- skiers - that we almost missed Chuck and 
Dave standing by their Volkswagen van. By the Grace of Ullr 
the five of us managed to find a "pension", a private home 
accommodation, at a rate of eighty cents per day including 
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breakfast. So started two of the most enjoyable weeks we 
had in Europe... 

The two villages of Lech and Zurs are about three miles 
apart in a steep valley, with Zurs being the higher in 
elevation. 

We spent the first exhilerating day skiing by our
selves , then decided to take advantage/of the very in
expensive ski school. The head of the school greeted us 
with a friendly grin, saying, "Oh, yes. I watched you 
fellows yesterday. You have no technique, but you like 
to go very fasti" Enter upon the scene one ski instructor 
by the name of Walter. "Valter" was two years older and 
one foot shorter than any one of us, but his verbal lash
ings, berating our skill, could be heard all over the hills. 
"£>as is nothing! Use your pole! Rotationl Rotation! Why 
do you rotate?" 

During the course of our lessons we broke skis, follow
ed the leader into a ditch, and almost drove Walter to jump
ing off a cliff. Yet, in the end, we learned "technique". 

There were short lazy days spent searching for. untouched 
powder; long days racing down the ridge crests to the valley 
bottom, where gaily coloured taxi-vans stood waiting to whisk 
us back up the village. Lunch was inevitably two hours in 
length, passed lying in the sun listening to Ken 8s accordian 
and watching the "stretchies" go by. 

For the next two and a half weeks we roamed; through; 
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, and Germany. Skiing between 
eight and ten thousand feet at San Moritz made us all a 
little light-headed...Cortina*s lack of snow offered better 
climbing...three more VOCers, Bill Brain, Bernice Anderson, 
and Mary Elliot showed up at Innsbruck for the'Olympics... 
Grindlewald, with its little ski-trains ruffling to and Bfro 
beneath the shadow of the mighty Eiger, saw the five of us 
meet and part again-. 

From here, Hank and I drove west and north to Leysin, 
a tiny place perched loftily above the picturesque Rhosse 
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Valley. Here we stayed at the Chalet Vagabond, one of 
two such chalets belonging to a small club of the same 
name. This club might be summed up in one word— 
"fantabulous". For twenty-five dollars a week one has 
meals, accommodation, laundry facilities, ski lessons 
(catering to beginners), fondue parties, movies, a ski-
pass for nine lifts, and, incidentally, more girls than 
guys. W|e made many friends at Chalet Vagabond, a number 
of whom were South Africans and Rhodesians who would match 
our |, C. bush stories with tales of-safaris and explora
tion work. 

Snow conditions at Leysin varied but easy drives 
to places like Verbier, Chamonix and others offered a 
wide choice of areas to ski. All activity was not 
energetic, and many warm spring days were spent gazing 
at the checker board patterns of the Rhone Valley, far 
below. Ley-sin also afforded an unparalled view of Lake 
Geneva and of the Mont Blanc masif. There was fresh 
powder and the thrill of being alone on the hill. ........ 

Anp* on it went, this wonderful cycle; from mountain 
to valley; from dawn to dusk; from winter to spring; and 
all too soon it was time to depart. In our hearts it 
was not "farewell" but "Auf Wiedersehen". * 

WORDLESS 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Seven lines is all we 
need to end this journal page. 
To think and think much more 
we can't, e'en though we 
think 
we 8 re 
sage,.. Future Journal Editor. 
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES 

GEOLOGY NOTES ON THE "WHISTLER" -FITZSIMMONS 
BASIN 

Karl Ricker 
Bruce McKnigbt 

The high-leyel ski traverse as accounted for 
elsewhere in this journal was primarily for establish 
ing a "Haute Route" to be used in conjunction with 
the "Whistler" Mountain ski development and for 
checking the potential alpine playground facilities 
for the various needs of the club. Nevertheless, a 
few geological observations were carried cu t oft the 
trip, though rapidity of travel and_ snow pover limited 
the geology (probably the first done in the area,) to 
random observations; These observations are presented 
with the hope that club members will learn, appreciate 
and investigate more thoroughly the make up of their 
proposed hew area for activity. 

The bedroGk geology is of two basic features-
granitic or metamorphosed sediments and volcanoes 
that have secondary modifications. The "Spearhead" 
Range (see ski tour map) plus Mount "Iago", Fitzsimmons 
and Cheakamus are comprised of medium granitic rocks. 
Some of the rook in this area shows a composition 
banding which may indicate a partial granitization or 
remelting of older rocks. The partial foliations in 
these rocks combined with extrapolations of Mathews0 

(1958) and Roddick's (1956) maps of the area to the 
south of Cheakamus Lake indicates that these "granites" 
are probably the Cloudburst Intrusives of pre^-Uppe£ 
Cretaceous Age and occupy about 50% of the Cheakamus 
drainage. The rock was found to be highly frost 
shattered and nubbly in exposed areas; however the 
gendarmes of Mts "Iago", Cheakamus and "The Ripsaw" 
indicate a blocky massive character at times. Inter-
mittant basic dykes are scattered throughout the area 
and "unmineraiized" aplite veins outcrop at the Iago 
Glacier snout. Their unfractured state indicates 
emplacement after the granitic rock jointing period. 



Fitzsimmons Col marks the sharp contact of the 
granitic rocks with an older, brown weathering meta
morphosed rocks of the Overlord massif. The resistant 
rihs~-an the upper slopes of Overlord itself are two 
three-foot wide medium to basic dykes cutting nearly 
vertically through the older metamorphics. "Fissile" 
Min, to the southwest is composed of northeast dipping 
red and rotten slates with a few, thin, interbedded 
felsite sills (?). The competency of the metamorphics 
increases toward SingiraPass - a prominent feature 
in the area. This pass may mark a major fault and/ 
or a contact between the HelmC?) type sediments of 
"Fissile" Mtn. and the higher grade metamorphosed 
sediments and volcanics of "Whistler" massif to the west. 

The lower western slopes of "Whistler" are schists, 
skarns and other medium to low grade metaraorphic rocks, 

Fitzsimmons and Cheakamus Valleys are probably 
of pre-glacial water-eroded origin along a more 
susceptible to weathering contact zone of the two 
rock types. During Pleistocene and Recent glaciations, 
the valleys were enlarged by plucking and scouring of 
the ice., 
• • n 

The glacial history is much like the Garibaldi 
Lake area to the south (Mathews, 1951 & 1958). 
During the zenith of the last phase of. Pleistocene 
Glaciation (about 15,000 years ago) most land below 
8000 feet was covered by an ice sheet; Cirques on 
peaks higher than this level helped to nourish it as 
well as to carve the summits into arretes and horns. 
However, on a rounded "Whistler" Mtn, there are cirques 
with no detectable moraines formed prior to the ice 
sheet stage and cirques with moraines formed after the 
ice sheet waned. The origin of the trough-like Singing 
Pass is probably due to the ice sheet chewing out a 
weakened rock. Later, as the ice receded, overflow melt 
water deposited gravels in the pass as it flowed 
through between Fitzsimmons and Cheakamus Valleys 
while the Alta Lake and area was still plugged with 
ice* 

More recent glacial advances and recessions, presum-
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ably since the 1800's, are visible in most of the glaciers 
of the Fitzsimmons area and are characterized by fresh 
moraines high above the present ice surface. The great 
retreats of "lago" and "Diavolo"^Glaciers are of obvious 
nuisance to the ski tourer. T h e t e are fresh arcuate 
moraines on the upper west slopes of "Whistler"; the 
existance of an active glacier on the northwest summit 
area is still undetermined. 

The foregoing is a rough geological sketch of the 
club's newly proposed climbing and skiing area. It 
is very prone to Bachelor and Masters thesis work for 
budding geologists in the club membership. Only 
some of the many and varied problems have been hinted 
at. What could be more pleasant than a September 
mountain holiday with accompanying VOC female as a 
field secretary? These hurried observations and 
assumptions are presented not only to be later nullified 
but to activate an alpine research coupled with compan
ionship. 
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NAMED. UNNAMED.- RENAMED AND MISNAMED . 
Karl Ricker 

During the past 10 to 15 years, many local but "unofficial 
geographic names concerning alpine features have been printed 
in the club°s publications. During this time a "Canadian 
Permanent Committee on Geographic Names" has been firmly 
established in the Geographical Branch of the Federal govern-
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